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Abstract

With the exploding increase of mobile users and the release of new wireless applications,

the high bandwidth requirement has been taking as a main concern for the design and

development of the wireless techniques. There is no doubt that broadband wireless

access with the support of heterogeneous kinds of applications is the trend in the next

generation wireless networks. As a promising broadband wireless access standard, IEEE

802.16 has attracted extensive attentions from both industry and academia due to its

high data rate and the inherent media access control (MAC) mechanism, which takes

the service differentiation and quality of service (QoS) provisioning into account.

To achieve service differentiation and QoS satisfaction for heterogenous applications

is a very complicated issue. It refers to many fields, such as connection admission

control (CAC), congestion control, routing algorithm, MAC protocol, and scheduling

scheme. Among these fields, packet scheduling plays one of the most important roles

in fulfilling service differentiation and QoS provisioning. It decides the order of packet

transmissions, and provides mechanisms for the resource allocation and multiplexing

at the packet level to ensure that different types of applications meet their service

requirements and the network maintains a high resource utilization.

In this thesis, we focus on the packet scheduling for difficult types of services in IEEE

802.16 networks, where unicast and mulitcast scheduling are investigated. For unicast

scheduling, two types of services are considered: non-real-time polling service (nrtPS)

and best effort (BE) service. We propose a flexible and efficient resource allocation and

scheduling framework for nrtPS applications to achieve a tradeoff between the deliv-

ery delay and resource utilization, where automatic repeat request (ARQ) mechanisms

and the adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) technique are jointly considered. For

BE service, considering the heterogeneity of subscriber stations (SSs) in IEEE 802.16
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networks, we propose the weighted proportional fairness scheduling scheme to achieve

the flexible scheduling and resource allocation among SSs based on their traffic de-

mands/patterns. For multicast scheduling, a cooperative multicast scheduling is pro-

posed to achieve high throughput and reliable transmission. By using the two-phase

transmission model to exploit the spatial diversity gain in the multicast scenario, the

proposed scheduling scheme can significantly improve the throughput not only for all

multicast groups, but also for each group member. Analytical models are developed

to investigate the performance of the proposed schemes in terms of some important

performance measurements, such as throughput, resource utilization, and service prob-

ability. Extensive simulations are conducted to illustrate the efficient of the proposed

schemes and the accuracy of the analytical models. The research work should provide

meaningful guidelines for the system design and the selection of operational parame-

ters, such as the number of TV channels supported by the network, the achieved video

quality of each SS in the network, and the setting of weights for SSs under different BE

traffic demands.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the exploding increase of mobile users and the release of more and more wire-

less applications, the requirement for bandwidth becomes a more and more important

issue [1–3]. From the first generation (1G) cellular networks to the second generation

(2G) systems, up to the third generation (3G) and beyond 3G systems, bandwidth is a

main concern when a system is upgraded. Following this trend, some leading standard

associations, such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE) and

the European Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI), set up working groups

focusing on the standardization, development, and deployment of broadband commu-

nications.

1.1 Broadband Wireless Networks

Mobile and wireless communication techniques have experienced a tremendous devel-

opment in the last few years. The cellular system is upgraded from 2G to 2.5G, 3G and

beyond with the purpose of providing a higher data rate. High bandwidth and quality

of service (QoS) provisioning are the critical goals in the development of communication

techniques. The federal communications commission (FCC) defines broadband as a ser-
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vice or connection allowing considerable information to be transmitted with a capacity

of at least 200 Kbps in at least one direction. Digital subscriber line (DSL) and cable

modem (CM) are two popular approaches to provide the broadband access through

a wired connection. DSL is a wiredline transmission technology that can provide a

faster data transmission rate over traditional cooper telephone lines already installed

at homes and business offices. DSL-based broadband access provides transmission rates

ranging from several hundred Kbps to millions of bits per second. CM service enables

cable operators to provide broadband data transmissions with the rate of 1.5 Mbps or

more by using hybrid fiber coax (HFC) cable networks, which have been mainly used

in the past to deliver TV signals to home.

Compared with wired communications, wireless communications has many unique

features. First, it provides a broad geographical coverage with cost-efficient infrastruc-

ture deployment. Especially, for the locations wired line can not reach to. Secondly, it

provides freedom not only for service providers but also for users. Wireless communica-

tion enables patrons to bring their own laptops, therefore, reducing the cost of owning

many personal computers. Meanwhile, users can move their laptops. Broadband wire-

less networks are critical in developing and releasing new wireless applications. To

extend the broadband access to wireless scenarios, IEEE 802.11 standards including

IEEE 802.11b, and its successors IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11g are designed for

wireless local area network (WLAN) to provide wireless broadband access services.

In early 2003, a boom in the sales of IEEE 802.11b WLAN products, also known as

Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), started to take place. IEEE 802.11b uses the unlicensed

industrial 2.4 GHz frequency band to enable multiple computers and portable devices

to connect to one or more access points, thus access to the Internet. It allows for the

wireless transmission rate of approximately 11 Mbps of raw data at indoor distances

from several meters to several hundred feet and outdoor distance of several to tens

of miles. The IEEE 802.11a uses 5 GHz frequency band and can handle 54 Mbps at
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a typically shorter distance. In addition, wireless personal area network (WPAN) is

designed for communications within a very short range (about 10 meters) with a high

data rate. It could serve to interconnect all the computing and communicating devices

around an individual person’s workspace.

To further utilize the attractive features of the broad geography coverage with

cost-efficient deployment, wireless broadband access is extended to metropolitan area

network (MAN). The IEEE sets up the 802.16 working group and published its first

IEEE 802.16 standard at the end of 2001. Later, several amendments and extensions

are released to extend the frequency band and enhance the support for high data rate

and mobility. The IEEE 802.16a standard aims to have a coverage of up to about 30

miles with data rate of up to 75 Mbps. Due to the capability of providing high data

rate, service differentiation, and QoS satisfaction, the IEEE 802.16 standard attracts

much more attentions from both academia and industry [4, 5]. Major service providers

and equipment manufacturers, such as Intel, Nokia, and Fujitsu, have recently indicated

that they support worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX), which

promotes the IEEE 802.16 standard for broadband wireless access (BWA) networks.

As a broadband wireless access technique, the IEEE 802.16 network is a promising

and cost-effective alternative to CM and DSL services. Therefore, how to fulfill the

QoS satisfaction and service differentiation in IEEE 802.16 networks is one of the most

important and open issues.

1.2 QoS Provisioning

QoS refers to the capability of a network to provide different priorities to different

applications, users, and data flows, or to guarantee a certain level of performance or

behavior to a data flow. The specific parameters defining QoS depend on the types

of applications and user requirements. Generally, QoS is mainly measured in terms of

delay, jitter, bandwidth, and packet loss. How to fulfill QoS provisioning is always a key
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research issue in the field of communications. Dating from eighties in the 20th century,

Internet appeared as one of the most important breakpoints in the field of communi-

cations. It provides many attractive features and packet-oriented transmissions. Since

the Internet is designed originally to provide a same-for-all best-effort packet delivery

service, it falls lack of any QoS guarantee in terms of packet delay, packet loss rate, and

throughput. However, with the development of the Internet, QoS provisioning becomes

a key challenge needed to be addressed. It is critical for supporting heterogenous kinds

of services, such as real-time traffic or multimedia services [6, 7]. Thus, it is one of

the key issues for both network service provider and end users. The Internet Engi-

neering Task Force (IETF) has proposed some service models and mechanisms to fulfill

QoS provisioning. Two well-known mechanisms to provide QoS support over the Inter-

net are the integrated services (IntServ) and the differentiated services (DiffServ). The

IntServ mechanism can provide a hard QoS guarantee by using the resource reservation

protocol, while the Diffserv provides a class-based QoS satisfaction [8–10].

With the development of wireless technique and the popularity of wireless network

environment, more and more mobile users connect to the Internet for multiple kinds

of services, such as sending email, downloading files, browsing web sites, and making

calls. In the future, broadband wireless networks will be an integral part of the global

communication infrastructure. Meanwhile, with the rapid growth of the amount of

wireless end users and the increasing demands for multimedia applications, there is

no doubt that future wireless networks will provide services for heterogeneous classes

of traffic with different QoS requirements. Compared with the wired networks, wire-

less networks exhibit some distinct features: (1)time-varying and location-dependent

wireless channels; (2)high packet loss rate and burst error; (3)limited bandwidth; and

(4)power constraint for mobile users. These characteristics pose new challenges for

providing QoS in the wireless network environments. For instance, due to radio prop-

agation characteristics, the achievable wireless channel capacity may be substantially
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degraded by impairments such as large-scale path loss and small-scale fading resulting

from multipath time delay spread. In this case, how to mitigate the negative impacts

of channel fading and improve the resource utilization is one of the most important

issues.

QoS provisioning in wireless networks is a complicated issue involving several aspects

and different layers. From the aspect of the network layer, QoS routing aims to find

an optimal-cost path from a source to a destination subject to one or multiple QoS

constraints [11–13]. From the aspect of the transportation layer, connection admission

control (CAC) provides mechanisms for bandwidth allocation at the connection level.

It determines whether a connection request can be accepted or not, thus ensuring some

high priority connections have chance to achieve a high QoS service by rejecting some

low-priority connections [14–16]. Congestion control schemes shape the traffic injecting

into a network to ensure the network is not overloaded [17, 18]. From the aspect

of the media access control (MAC) layer, packet scheduling provides mechanisms for

the bandwidth allocation and multiplexing at the packet level. It plays a key role in

providing service differentiation and QoS satisfaction [19–21]. In this thesis, we focus on

the QoS scheduling for different types of services and communications in IEEE 802.16

networks.

1.3 Motivation and Objectives

As a promising broadband wireless access standard, IEEE 802.16 defines the objectives

of providing service differentiation and QoS satisfaction. However, it does not specify

any specific scheme in terms of scheduling, CAC, and congestion control to fulfill the

objectives. Packet scheduling deals with the allocation of network resources among

different users and different types of service flows. It is critical in QoS provisioning.

Many previous research work focused on the conventional networks, such as 3G cellular

systems where all end users are individual cell phones or handsets, can not be extended
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to IEEE 802.16 networks due to their unique features, such as heterogeneous traffic

demands of subscriber stations (SSs) and the adaptive modulation and coding (AMC)

technique. Proportional fairness scheduling in [22, 23] can achieve a good tradeoff be-

tween the throughput and fairness, which is efficient when the traffic demands of users

are homogeneous. However, it is not suitable for IEEE 802.16 networks due to the

potential heterogeneity among SSs in terms of average channel conditions and traf-

fic demands. On the other hand, previous research work on IEEE 802.16 networks

is mainly focused on real-time polling service (rtPS) and BE service. However, non-

real-time polling service (nrtPS) flows account for considerable amount of traffic and

deserves more investigation. In addition, many existing studies are simulation-based

research. Developing analytical models are practically important, which can be used

in the performance analysis of resource management and provide a meaningful guide-

line on the design of an efficient admission control scheme and the implementation of

effective upper-layer network protocols. Therefore, how to design and analyze efficient

scheduling schemes for nrtPS and BE services to achieve QoS satisfaction and remain

a high radio resource utilization is a critical issue to fulfill the objectives specified in

the IEEE 802.16 standard.

With the development in broadband wireless access technique and scalable video

technologies, multimedia services, such as Internet protocol television (IPTV), video

conference, and network gaming, are expected to be killer applications in the next

generation wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs) [24, 25]. These multimedia

services are one-to-many applications. Due to the broadcast nature of wireless commu-

nications, multicast transmission is an efficient way to provide services to multiple users

simultaneously. It is, therefore, adopted to support these emerging multimedia services.

However, how to design an efficient multicast scheduling scheme for supporting multi-

media services is a challenging issue. In a multicast scenario, different multicast groups

have different sets of group members distributed at different locations. Generally, group
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members experience different channel conditions. Therefore, how to select multicast

group for service and how to efficiently multicast data to all group members in the

selected multicast group are two key issues. If the selection of multicast group is based

on the best channel condition among all members in a multicast group, the achieved

throughput may not be high if most of the other group members experience bad channel

conditions. If the selection of multicast group is based on the sum of channel conditions

of all group members, it may lead to unfairness because multicast groups close to the

base station (BS) usually have good channel conditions, and thus are more likely to be

scheduled and dominate the bandwidth consumption. Meanwhile, If the transmission

rate is set too high, some group members with bad channel conditions may not be able

to successfully decode the data. On the contrary, if the rate is determined based on

the group member with the worst channel condition, the wireless resource would be

underutilized since some group members with good channel conditions can support a

higher data rate. Therefore, how to deal with the diverse channel conditions of group

members in a multicast scenario and design an efficient multicast scheduling scheme is

critical and deserves more investigation.

Thus, motivated, we address the packet scheduling in both unicast and multicast

scenarios. For unicast scheduling, we focus on nrtPS and BE service for achieving a

flexible and efficient scheduling while considering the unique features of IEEE 802.16

networks and some advance techniques specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard, such

as AMC technique at the physical (PHY) layer and automatic repeat request (ARQ)

mechanisms at the MAC layer. For the multicast scheduling, we propose an efficient

multicast scheduling scheme for achieving the high throughput and resource utilization

for all group members in both bad and good channel conditions.
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1.4 Main Contributions

This thesis focuses on the packet scheduling in IEEE 802.16 networks. Its main contri-

butions are listed as follows:

• An efficient yet simple resource allocation and scheduling framework is proposed

for nrtPS flows to achieve a flexible tradeoff between the delivery delay and resource

utilization while maintaining their minimum bandwidth requirements.

• An analytical model is developed for parameter manipulation in the proposed

framework. By jointly considering ARQ mechanisms at the MAC layer in the analyt-

ical model, we analyze the achieved goodput of each SS, which is a more important

performance measurement than assigned bandwidth from the receiver’s point of view.

Meanwhile, AMC technique at the PHY layer is taken into account as well, and some

important performance metrics, such as service probability, resource utilization, and

fairness, are investigated for evaluating the performance and efficiency of the proposed

framework.

• For BE service in IEEE 802.16 networks, the weighted proportional fair (WPF)

scheduling scheme is proposed for achieving a flexible resource allocation among SSs

considering their different traffic demand.

• An analytical model is developed to investigate the performance of WPF in

terms of service probability, spectral efficiency, throughput, and fairness. By using

the analytical model, we evaluate the impact of the weight of each SS and channel

conditions on these performance metrics, and quantify the relation between weights,

channel conditions, and these performance metrics.

• A cooperative multicast scheduling (CMS) scheme is proposed to achieve efficient

multicast transmissions for supporting multimedia services. By selecting the multicast

group based on the normalized average channel condition, CMS can achieve a good

fairness in terms of channel access. Furthermore, by exploiting the spatial diversity

among multiple users and the cooperative transmissions, CMS can provide a significant
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enhancement of throughput not only for the SSs with good channel conditions, but also

for the SSs with bad channel conditions.

• An analytical model is developed to evaluate the performance of CMS in terms of

service probability of each multicast group (MGroup) and achieved throughput of each

group member and the whole network. The analysis results can provide a meaningful

guideline for the system design, such as the number of TV channels supported by the

network, the average throughput and achieved quality for users in the network.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

This remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents some back-

ground knowledge and literature survey on scheduling in wireless networks. Chapter 3

describes the system model and research topics addressed in this thesis. The scheduling

for nrtPS is discussed in Chapter 4, where a flexible resource allocation and schedul-

ing framework is proposed and analyzed by jointly considering AMC technique and

ARQ mechanisms. Chapter 5 addresses the scheduling for BE service, where WPF is

proposed for achieving an efficient and flexible resource allocation among different SSs

considering the heterogenous feature. Furthermore, an analytical model is developed to

investigate the performance of WPF and evaluate the impact of the weights of SSs and

channel conditions on some important performance metrics, such as service probability,

spectral efficiency, throughput, and fairness. The scheduling for multicast transmission

is studied in Chapter 6, where a cooperative multicast scheduling scheme is proposed

to achieve a good fairness and high throughput for supporting multimedia services.

Finally, concluding remarks and discussions on further work are given in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review

2.1 IEEE 802.16 Broadband Wireless Network

In the past few years, there has been an increasing interest shown in wireless techniques

for providing broadband wireless access, as an alternative to wired CM or DSL services.

Following this trend, the IEEE sets up the 802.16 working group on broadband wireless

access standards in 1999. This working group is focused on the specification for the

global deployment of broadband WMANs and has released a series of IEEE 802.16

standards which define the air interface between a BS and multiple SSs. In specific,

the current IEEE 802.16 standards identify the structures of two lowest layers: the

PHY layer and the MAC layer. The PHY layer takes care of the establishment of

the physical connection between the BS and SSs. IEEE 802.16 standards consider the

frequency band in the range of 2-66 GHz, which is divided into two parts: 1) the range

from 2 to 11 GHz is designed for non-line-of-sight (NLOS) transmissions; 2) the range

between 10-66 GHz is designed for line-of-sight (LOS) transmissions. The MAC layer

is composed of three sub-layers: the convergency sub-layer (CS), the common part

sub-layer (CPS), and the security sub-layer. The main function of CS is to classify

and map the data units received from the upper layer into appropriate connection

10
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identifiers (CID), and deliver/receive CS date units to/from the lower sub-layer CPS.

CPS is an important part of the MAC layer, which is responsible for: 1)connection

establishment and maintenance; 2) resource management and scheduling; 3) bandwidth

requests and allocations; and 4) frame construction. Security sub-layer deals with

security issues, such as packet encryption and key management, which are out of the

scope of this thesis.

As a promising broadband wireless access standard, IEEE 802.16 has attracted

extensive attentions from both the industry and academia [26–31]. The features of

easy deployment, wide coverage, and high data rate make the IEEE 802.16 broadband

wireless technique a prospective alternative to DSL and CM to provide broadband

wireless access services in metropolitan area networks. Many leading telecommunica-

tions equipment manufacturers and service providers, such as Intel, Motorola, Fujitsu,

Nokia, AT&T, etc., have shown great interest and support for the IEEE 802.16 broad-

band wireless access technique. They are members of the worldwide interoperability

for microwave access (WiMAX)1 Forum, which is an organization formed in 2001 to

certify and promote the compatibility and interoperability of broadband wireless prod-

ucts based on the IEEE 802.16 standard. Two modes are supported in the IEEE 802.16

standard: mesh mode and Point-to-MultiPoint (PMP) mode. With the mesh mode, SSs

can communicate with each other directly, extending the coverage of an IEEE 802.16

network. With the PMP mode, each SS directly communicates with the corresponding

BS through wireless links, and the BS is connected to a core network through a wired

link. Compared with the mesh mode, the PMP mode is more simple and easier to

deployment due to its centralized control, and is expected to serve as an important role

in the wireless metropolitan area network.

The first IEEE 802.16 standard was approved in December 2001. It is designed

for point to point broadband wireless transmission with the frequency band of 10 to

1WiMAX is a telecommunications technology aimed at providing wireless access based on the IEEE

802.16 standard.
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66 GHz. It uses a single carrier physical technique only with the capability of LOS

transmission. As a further amendment to the IEEE 802.16 standard, IEEE 802.16a was

ratified in January 2003, which aims to provide last mile fixed broadband wireless access

with a data rate of up to 75 Mbps and a coverage of up to 30 miles. The frequency

band is in the range of 2 - 11 GHz with the capability of NLOS transmission. The

PHY layer is extended to include orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) and

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) techniques. the IEEE 802.16-

2004 was released in 2004, which takes the place of the earlier IEEE 802.16 documents,

including IEEE 802.16a/b/c amendments. The IEEE 802.16e, an amendment to the

IEEE 802.16-2004, was released in 2005, where the main enhancement is the support

for mobility.

Internet

Core Network

UNIVERSITY
BS

BS

Internet

Core Network

UNIVERSITYUNIVERSITYUNIVERSITY
BS

BS

Figure 2.1: The Illustration of an IEEE 802.16 Broadband Wireless Megalopolitan Area

Network.
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Figure 2.1 illustrates an IEEE 802.16 broadband WMAN, which is composed of

several IEEE 802.16 access networks and an IP-based core network. Multiple BSs are

connected to the IP-based core network for efficiently managing and controlling the

whole system. An IEEE 802.16 access network could work with mesh mode or PMP

mode. There are four main business modes for IEEE 802.16 access networks: (1)they

could be deployed in the rural areas for providing wireless broadband wireless services;

(2)they could be deployed in the urban areas as an alternative or complimentary to

DSL and CM wired access; (3)they could serve as the backhaul for the data collected

from the WLAN access points; and (4)they could provide broadband data services for

mobile users as well.

2.2 QoS Scheduling

An IEEE 802.16 network is designed to support heterogeneous types of services with

different QoS requirements. QoS provisioning is a complicated issue which relies on

an collaborative effort from different aspects, such as congestion control, CAC, and

scheduling. Packet scheduling plays a particularly key role, which decides the order of

packet transmissions, thus ensures that packets from different applications meet their

QoS requirements. In general, main concerns on the design of a packet scheduling

scheme are throughput, fairness, and QoS requirements. In IEEE 802.16 networks,

SSs with good channel conditions can support a higher transmission rate than those

with bad channel conditions. Therefore, assigning the network resource to SSs with

good channel conditions can improve the network throughput and resource utilization.

However, such a greedy approach may lead to a serious fairness problem, especially

in IEEE 802.16 networks that aim to create a heterogeneous environment with QoS

support. Thus, it is a critical issue to design efficient scheduling schemes by jointly

considering throughput, resource utilization, fairness, and heterogenous QoS require-

ments.
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2.2.1 Different Service Types

To fulfill service differentiation and QoS provisioning, the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard

defines four types of services [32, 33]: Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), rtPS, nrtPS,

and BE service. UGS aims to support real-time constant-bit-rate (CBR) applications,

such as T1/E1 classical pulse coded modulation (PCM) phone signal transmission and

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) without silence suppression, which are subject to

a stringent delay and delay jitter constraints. rtPS is designed to support variable-

bit-rate applications, such as Internet Protocol TV, gaming, and video conferences,

where delay, minimum throughput, and maximum sustained throughput are defined

and constrained. nrtPS is to support delay-tolerant applications, such as file transfer

protocol (FTP), where minimum throughput is defined. BE traffic is subject to no QoS

requirement. The extended real-time polling service (ertPS), the fifth type of service,

is added in the IEEE 802.16e amendment. It is designed to support variable-bit-rate

real-time applications, such as voice over IP with silent suppression.

2.2.2 Unicast Scheduling

Communications can be classified into three categories: unicast, multicast, and broad-

cast. Unicast is one-to-one communications, which denotes the sending of information

packets to a single destination. Broadcast is the extreme opposite of unicast. It is

the sending of information to all users in a network, while multicast is one-to-many

communications, which denotes the delivery of data stream to multiple destinations

simultaneously. In these three scenarios, scheduling deals with different issues due to

their own unique features.

For unicast scheduling, many resource allocation and scheduling schemes have been

developed for achieving a high throughput and good fairness by considering the wireless

channel conditions [34]. Wireless fair scheduling is studied in [35], where short-term and

long-term fairness and throughput are investigated. Channel-condition independent
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packet fair queueing is proposed in [36] to perform fair scheduling with guaranteed

throughput. The scheduling scheme in [37] can achieve flexible scheduling and handle

variable-size packets by combining the deficit round robin scheduling and an explicit

compensation counter. However, the wireless channels in the aforementioned studies

are modeled as either good or bad states. A user experiences error-free transmissions in

a good channel state while unsuccessful transmissions in a bad channel state. Though

simple, this channel model can hardly characterize a realistic wireless channel, where

the achievable channel capacity varies by a smaller granularity.

With a more realistic wireless channel model, many studies are reported to deal with

different types of services based on their intrinsic characteristics and QoS requirements.

For UGS applications, a common solution is to periodically grant a fixed amount of

resources since the service is designed for the CBR applications, and periodic grant can

eliminate the overhead and latency caused by the transmission of bandwidth requests.

Strict priority (SP) scheme is introduced in [38], where the UGS queue is assigned with

the highest priority, followed by the rtPS, nrPS, and BE queues, respectively. Although

class of services can be achieved, SP is obviously subject to a fairness problem. The

scheme in [39] grants a relatively higher priority to the queues with stringent delay and

throughput constraints, in which the system reserves relatively more resources to these

queues.

For real-time applications, the main concern is to deal with the stringent delay

requirement. The largest weighted delay first (LWDF) in [40] considers the head-of-

line packet delay of each real-time queue. Two modified LWDF schemes are proposed

in [19, 41], where a queue is selected for service so as to maximize the term γjWirj, where

γj is an arbitrary positive constant, Wi is the head-of-line packet delay, and rj is the

channel capacity for the queue j. The study in [42] defines a delay satisfaction indicator

and a throughput satisfaction indicator in the design of the preference metrics for real-

time and non real-time queues, respectively. In [43], delay information is considered
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in the scheduling. By monitoring the deadline violation of all queues, the proposed

scheme can provide a good fairness and satisfy the delay requirements.

Since BE applications are not subject to any QoS requirement, the studies on the

resource allocation and scheduling for the BE service have mainly focused on achieving

high throughput and good fairness. Opportunistic scheduling (OS) [44] [45] aims at

maximizing the system throughput by taking the best advantage of multi-user channel

diversity, in which the resource is assigned to the queue with the best channel condi-

tion at a given time slot. An analytical model is developed in [46] to investigate the

performance of OS in terms of the achieved throughput of each user. However, OS may

result in poor fairness due to the starvation of end users persistently experiencing poor

channel conditions for a long time. Many variants of OS are proposed [47–50]. Mobility

information of users is considered in [50] to improve the system throughput. An oppor-

tunistic fair scheduling scheme is proposed in [20] to maintain the long-term fairness

and achieve a high system throughput. Proportional fairness (PF) scheduling [22] [51] is

proposed to initiate a compromise between the throughput and fairness among different

users, where the long-term fraction of overall system resources obtained by each user

is almost identical. PF can achieve a good fairness performance due to the identical

long-term resource allocation. In addition, it takes advantage of multi-user channel di-

versity to obtain a high system throughput. However, it is generally difficult to conduct

a quantitative analysis. A modified proportional fairness scheduling scheme is proposed

in [52], where the scheduler selects a user with the highest ratio of the instantaneous

channel condition to its average channel condition. By replacing the achieved average

throughput with the average channel condition, the scheme is more tractable than the

original proportional fairness scheme. The opportunistic fair scheduling, αPFS, is pro-

posed in [53] to provide different fairness requirements by manipulating the parameter

α. When α→ ∞, max-min fairness is achieved, while proportional fairness is a special

case when α=1. However, the αPFS scheme fails to operate in IEEE 802.16 networks
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since it cannot manipulate the achieved throughput of each SS. In [54], the selective rel-

ative best scheduling is proposed to schedule BE traffic, which aims to initiate a proper

tradeoff between the fairness and system throughput by integrating the opportunistic

scheduling and the relative best scheduling proposed in [55]. The scheme proposed

in [56] takes the exponential rule for the delay-constrained traffic and the proportional

fair scheduling for the BE traffic. A credit-based code division generalized process

sharing scheme is proposed in [57], where the scheduler allocates resources based on

both the generalized process sharing discipline and each user’s credit to achieve high

resource utilization as well as the long-term fairness. A cumulative distribution func-

tion based scheduling scheme is proposed in [58], where the probability of selecting a

user for service depends on the distribution of its own channel conditions such that the

fairness performance can be improved.

2.2.3 Multicast Scheduling

Multicast communications is an efficient approach for supporting one-to-many applica-

tions over a broadcast wireless channel and offers great opportunity for service providers

to deliver TV, film, and other information (e.g., emergency alerts, software installation)

to multiple users simultaneously. In recent years, wireless multicast services have at-

tracted extensive attentions from both academia and industry. The Multimedia Broad-

cast Multicast Service (MBMS) has been standardized in various groups of the third

generation partnership project (3GPP) [59] and is currently under active investigation.

Since scheduling plays a key role in improving the wireless resource utilization and

providing QoS for multicast multimedia services, this thesis will address efforts in the

design of an efficient scheduling scheme for supporting multicast services.

In a multicast network, users requesting the same data can be logically grouped

as an MGroup. For instance, all subscribers watching the same TV channel form an

MGroup, and the total number of MGroups in the newtork equals the number of TV
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channels. Since mobile users are distributed at various locations and experience dif-

ferent fading and shadowing effects due to time-variant wireless channels, it is a very

challenging issue to provide satisfying multicast services for all subscribers under a set

of given design requirements. In general, fairness, throughput and reliability are three

main concerns for designing an efficient multicast scheduling scheme. In [60], MGroups

are served in a round-robin fashion with a fixed rate supported by the user at the

edge of the cell. This scheme provides reliable multicast transmission at the expense

of satisfying the high capability of users with good channel conditions. A multicast

scheduling scheme is proposed for cellular systems, where MGroups are served in a

round-robin fashion with a pre-defined transmission rate. For instance, the CDMA

2000 1xEV-DO networks use the fixed data rate of 204.8 Kbps for downlink multicast

transmissions. Another approach is to select the the transmission rate supported by

all group members, i.e., all group members can successfully decode the data at this

rate. Thus, the group member with the worst channel condition becomes the bottle-

neck and the scheme results in a conservative resource utilization. This approach is

especially inefficient when most users are in good channel conditions and capable for

high rate transmissions while only a small fraction of users are too far away from the

BS or suffer deep fading. These two multicast scheduling schemes underutilize wireless

resources because they use conservative transmission rates to assure reliable multcast

transmissions, without taking advantage of diverse channel conditions of multiple group

members. To improve the network resource utilization, one possible approach is to split

an MGroup into several subgroups which can support different rates. In [61], a scheme

has been proposed to divide a cell into two service regions. The BS transmits two data

streams with different power levels such that the users near the BS can successfully

receive both of them while the users away from the BS only receive one data stream.

This scheme can achieve a higher throughput than that in [60] due to the consideration

of different channel conditions. However, it does not give details on how to efficiently
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select MGroups and how to guarantee the reliable transmission of users far from the

BS.

A number of scheduling schemes have been proposed for achieving high throughput

and good fairness performance. A proportional fair scheduling scheme is proposed

in [62], where an MGroup and its corresponding transmission rate are dynamically

selected based on the proportional fair policy, rather than the worst channel condition of

group members. In [63], the inter-group proportional fairness scheme is proposed, where

the BS selects MGroup and the transmission rate in such a way that the summation of

log(T g
k ) for all MGroups is maximized, where T g

k is the group throughput for MGroup k.

These two schemes achieve a good tradeoff between the throughput and the fairness,

but they do not consider how to efficiently improve the throughput of the uses with bad

channel conditions. Meanwhile, it is difficult to conduct a quantitative analysis since

the selection of MGroups depends on the average throughput of each group member

in each MGroup. In [64], a threshold based mutlicast scheme is proposed, in which

the sender transmits only when a sufficient number of group members can successfully

receive the data. In [65], the relation between the stability and throughput based on the

threshold multicast scheduling is studied, which indicates the proposed scheme in [64]

may lead to an unstable system when the threshold is not set properly.

2.3 Discussion and Summary

Packet scheduling plays an important role in fulfilling service differentiation and QoS

provisioning. It deals with the resource allocation and multiplexing at the packet level.

Thus, it is critical in improving the network resource utilization and providing different

QoS among heterogeneous types of traffic. For unicast scheduling, many previous

studies are focused on the real-time applications by paying more attentions on the

stringent delay requirements and the BE service by considering the improvement of

throughput and fairness performance. To the best of our knowledge, very few research
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efforts have delicately dealt with the resource allocation and scheduling for nrtPS flows

although it accounts for a majority of network traffic. Although nrtPS flows are not

delay-sensitive compared to rtPS, it is not acceptable if nrtPS flows are starved for a

long time. Therefore, how to design an efficient scheduling scheme to flexibly control

the experienced delay while achieving a high resource utilization and maintaining the

minimum bandwidth requirements is a critical issue. In addition, most previous work

on the scheduling for BE service is based on the homogeneity among end users. They

can not work efficiently in IEEE 802.16 networks where SSs could be office buildings,

residence houses, and mobile users. The heterogeneity of SSs poses new challenges

in the design of scheduling schemes for achieving efficient and fair resource allocation

based on the traffic demands/patterns of different SSs in IEEE 802.16 networks. For

multicast scheduling, many previous studies focus on alleviating the negative impact

caused by the diverse channel conditions of multiple members in an MGroup. However,

they do not exploit any potential advantages provided by the channel diversity in

multicast scenarios. For instance, since multiple group members are independently

located in the network, a signal which is received weakly by one group member may be

successfully received by other nearby group members. If the information received by

group members in an MGroup could be shared within each other, more efficient and

reliable multicast transmissions can be achieved, and the network throughput can be

improved significantly.



Chapter 3

System Model

3.1 Network Model

We consider an IEEE 802.16 access network with PMP mode, as shown in Figure 3.1.

It is composed of a BS and multiple SSs. The SSs directly communicate with the BS

through wireless channels, while the BS connects to the core network through a wired

connection. Generally, an SS could be a residence house, a mobile user, or an office

building providing the Internet service to multiple customers. The SSs associated to

the BS have different channel conditions, which depend on their geometric locations

and the impact of the short-term fading.

3.2 Channel Model

3.2.1 Rayleigh Flat Fading Channel

Since radio signals are transmitted in an open space, they suffer from signal reflection,

diffraction, and scattering. In this thesis, we consider both large-scale path-loss atten-

uation and small-scale fading in the channel model. Path-loss attenuation is mainly

determined by the geographical environment and distance between the receiver and the

21
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Figure 3.1: The illustration of an IEEE 802.16 Access Network.

transmitter, which can be modeled as (in decibels) [66]

PL(d) = PL(d0) + 10 k log10(
d

d0
) (3.1)

where PL(d0) is the pass loss at the close-in reference distance d0, k is the path loss

exponent, and d is the distance between the receiver and the transmitter.

Small-scale fading is caused by multiple versions of a transmitted signal with dif-

ferent delay times such that it occurs spontaneously in the time span with a random

duration and depth, and is also considered independent of the large scale path loss.

Rayleigh flat fading channel, a common used channel model for NLOS transmissions,

is adopted to describe the small-scale fading, where the perceived signal-to-noise ra-

tio (SNR) of an SS at each MAC frame is a random variable with an exponential
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distribution and its probability density function (p.d.f.) is given by

f(γ) =
1

γ
e−

γ
γ (3.2)

where γ and γ represent the instantaneous and average received SNR, respectively.

3.2.2 N-state Markov Channel Model

Rayleigh flat fading channel is a continuous state channel model. In some cases, it is

necessary to model a wireless channel as a discrete process for performance analysis.

Wireless channels suffer from deep fading that occurs randomly in the time span with

a random duration and depth. Numerous studies have shown that such channels can

be described by a Markov model to capture the bursty error nature. A simple Markov

model is the two-state Gilbert-Elliot model, which is composed of two states: Good and

Bad. The Good state is the one with a low error probability while the Bad state is the

one with a high error probability [67–69]. The two-state model is too simple to represent

the realistic channel conditions. To characterize the wireless channels more accurately,

in this thesis, an N-state Markov channel model [70] is used to describe the time-

varying channel conditions of each SS. The boundaries of SNR for the N -state Markov

channel model is denoted as a row vector B = [b0, b1, · · · , bN , bN+1], where b0 = 0 and

bN+1 = ∞. When the received SNR is located in the set [bn, bn+1), the channel state

is represented by the state n. In addition, when the channel model is constructed, the

AMC technique, which has been defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard, is taken into

account. AMC is an advanced technique at the PHY layer to achieve a high throughput

by adaptively adjusting the sending rate according to the channel conditions. With

AMC, the received SNR is divided into several disjoint regions. Based on the perceived

SNR, the BS selects a proper modulation level and coding rate. According to the IEEE

802.16 standard, an 8-state Markov channel model is used in this thesis. The value of bi

and the modulation and coding level corresponding to each channel state are specified

in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: State boundaries and information bits carried by an OFDM symbol.

State ID Modulation level and coding Information bits/OFDM symbol (In) bn(dB)

0 silent 0 0

1 BPSK(1/2) 96 3

2 QPSK(1/2) 192 6

3 QPSK(3/4) 288 8.5

4 16QAM(1/2) 384 11.5

5 16QAM(3/4) 576 15

6 64QAM(2/3) 768 18.5

7 64QAM(3/4) 864 21
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Figure 3.2: The finite state channel model.

The finite state Markov channel (FSMC) model can be abstracted as shown in

Figure 3.2. State 0 represents the state with no transmission permitted, which happens

when the channel condition is very poor. In this case, the corresponding queue should

not transmit any data in order to improve the system throughput. For simplicity, states
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BPSK(1/2), QPSK(1/2),· · · , and 64QAM(3/4) are represented by symbols 1, 2,· · · ,

and 7, respectively.

The probability of staying at state n (denoted as π(n) ) is given by [70]

π(n) =
Γ(m,m · bn/γ̄) − Γ(m,m · bn+1/γ̄)

Γ(m)
(3.3)

where γ̄ is the average SNR, m is Nakagami fading parameter, Γ(m) is the Gamma

function, and Γ(m, γ) is the complementary incomplete Gamma function. Rayleigh

fading channel is a special case when m = 1. For a slow fading channel (i.e., state

transition occurs only between adjacent states), the state transition matrix for the

FSMC can be expressed as follows

P =
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(3.4)

The transition probability from the state n to k (denoted as pnk) is obtained as

follows

pn,n+1 =
Ln+1 · TM

π(n)
n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1 (3.5)

pn,n−1 =
Ln · TM

π(n)
n = 1, 2, · · ·N (3.6)

pn,n =























1 − pn,n+1 − pn,n−1, 0 < n < N

1 − p0,1, n = 0

1 − pN,N−1, n = N

(3.7)

where TM is the time duration of a MAC frame, and Ln is the level crossing rate at bn

corresponding to the state n, which can be estimated by

Ln =

√

2π
m · bn
γ̄

·
fd

Γ(m)
· (
m · bn
γ̄

)m−1 · exp(
m · bn
γ̄

) (3.8)
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where fd is the Doppler frequency.

3.3 Media Access Control Structure

The communication paths between the BS and SSs are divided into uplink (UL) channel

(from SSs to the BS) and downlink (DL) channel (from the BS to SSs). In an IEEE

802.16 network, the uplink channel is shared by all the SSs based on the time division

multiple access (TDMA) mechanism, while the BS broadcasts information based on the

time division multiplexing (TDM) mechanism over the downlink channel. Two UL/DL

duplexing alternatives are specified in IEEE 802.16 standard: one is time division

duplexing (TDD) and the other is frequency division duplexing (FDD). In this thesis,

we focus on the TDD-OFDM1 /TDM downlink scheduling.

Figure 3.3 gives a sketch of the MAC structure for an IEEE 802.16 network. At

the MAC layer, the time domain is divided into MAC frames with equal durations.

A MAC frame is composed of a downlink sub-frame (DL sub-frame), followed by an

uplink sub-frame (UL sub-frame). A DL sub-frame consists of a preamble signal, which

is used for synchronizing SSs with the BS, followed by frame control header (FCH),

downlink MAP (DL-MAP), uplink MAP (UL-MAP) messages, and several downlink

transmission bursts. DL-MAP and UL-MAP messages specify the allocation of the

transmission bursts among SSs, including the corresponding time duration and burst

profiles such as the modulation level and coding rate. A burst is a contiguous portion of

data stream using the same physical parameters, such as modulation level and preamble

length. An UL sub-frame is composed of the contention slot for initial ranging (CSIR),

the contention slot for bandwidth request (CSBR) and several UL bursts from different

SSs. CSIR is used for SSs to join the network. When an SS attempts to join the

network, it sends initial ranging messages during this slot to acquire the operation

1OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) is an advanced communication techniques

adopted in IEEE 802.16 networks to address frequency-selective fading due to multi-path propagation.
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DL sub-frame UL sub-frame 

Frame n-1 Frame n Frame Frame

Padding         MAC PDUs Padding

Preamble FCH DL burst #1 DL burst #2 DL burst #n

      MAC PDUs DL-MAP UL-MAP 

UL sub-frame 

CSIR CSBR UL burst 
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from SS # i
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CSIR: Contention Slot for Initial Ranging; 

CSBR: Contention Slot for Bandwidth Request. 

FCH: Frame Control Header; 
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…

…

Figure 3.3: The MAC Structure for an IEEE 802.16 Network.

parameters, such as frequency, transmission power level. CSBR is used for SSs to send

their bandwidth request messages. In this thesis, we focus on the downlink scheduling.

3.4 Automatic Repeat reQuest Mechanism

Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), a link-layer close-loop error control mechanism,

has been identified as an efficient approach to achieve a low packet loss rate in an

error-prone wireless environment. ARQ with cumulative acknowledgement (referred to

as the cumulative ARQ), ARQ with selective repeat acknowledgement (referred to as

the selective ARQ), and the hybrid ARQ are three main ARQ mechanisms supported

by IEEE 802.16 networks. The cumulative ARQ is simple, but less efficient than the

selective ARQ and the hybrid ARQ. The hybrid ARQ is a variation of the ordinary
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ARQ mechanisms ( i.e. the cumulative ARQ and the selective ARQ) by combining

with forward error correction (FEC). It is efficient in poor channel conditions with the

expense of more complex decoding procedure and more memory requirements. The

selective ARQ is more efficient than the cumulative ARQ, and more simple and easy

to implement than the hybrid ARQ. In this thesis, we focus on the cumulative ARQ

and selective ARQ, which are jointly considered in the proposed scheduling scheme for

nrtPS applications. These two ARQ mechanisms will be elaborated further as follows.

Without loss of generality, the following discussions are for downlink transmissions.

The principle of the cumulative ARQ in IEEE 802.16 networks is described as follows.

At the BS, the link-layer entity receives service data units (SDUs) from the upper

layer. The received SDUs are classified and buffered into the corresponding queues

based on their associated SSs and their service types. Each SDU is segmented into

several protocol data units (PDUs) of equal size prior to delivery over the wireless

channel. Time domain is divided into MAC frames with a common duration. At

the beginning of each MAC frame, the BS assigns timeslots for transmitting PDUs of

each SS according to the adopted scheduling scheme. If a queue obtains the chance of

transmissions, a certain number of PDUs buffered at this queue are transmitted at this

DL sub-frame. Otherwise, no transmission is permitted for this queue during this DL

sub-frame. At the receiver side, the received PDUs are buffered until a complete SDU

is successfully received. Each SS sends feedback information back to the BS during

each UL sub-frame, indicating whether PDUs are successfully received or not. One

of the important feedback information is the fragment sequence number (FSN), which

indicates the sequence number of the last received PDU before the first lost PDU.

Based on this feedback information, the BS has the knowledge of the sequence number

of the first lost PDU among all PDUs launched in this DL sub-frame, which is (FSN

+ 1). Then the BS updates the sequence number of its sending window as (FSN + 1).

All PDUs launched in this DL sub-frame with a sequence number larger than or equal
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to (FSN + 1) have to be retransmitted no matter they have been successfully received

or not. When a scheduling scheme is taken into account, these PDUs are retransmitted

when the corresponding queue obtains the transmission opportunity, instead of being

retransmitted immediately in the next MAC frame.

L PDUs transmitted by the tagged queue

DL sub-frame UL sub-frame

Frame

DL sub-frame UL sub-frame

Frame ……
DL sub-frame UL sub-frame

Frame ……

1 234 L 43 L+25

PDUs transmitted by other queues

m Frames

L PDUs transmitted by the tagged queue

DL sub-frame UL sub-frame

Frame

DL sub-frame UL sub-frame

Frame ……
DL sub-frame UL sub-frame

Frame ……

1 234 L 43 L+25

PDUs transmitted by other queues

m Frames

Figure 3.4: The illustration of the cumulative ARQ mechanism.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the cumulative ARQ mechanism with a scheduling scheme for

a tagged queue. In the first frame, since the PDU with the sequence number 3 has been

lost and identified by the receiver, the largest sequence number among all continuously

successfully received PDUs is 2. Therefore, in the feedback information, the FSN is

2, and all the PDUs with a sequence number from 3 to L need to be retransmitted.

Then, the tagged queue waits for another m frames until it obtains the transmission

opportunity again, where m is a random variable depending on the deployed scheduling

scheme. When the tagged queue obtains the transmission opportunity, L PDUs with

sequence number from 3 to L+2 are retransmitted/transmitted. Then, the BS updates

the FSN accordingly based on the feedback information.

Another ARQ mechanism is the selective ARQ, where the receiver keeps track of

the sequence number of received PDUs and send back the ACK/NACK to the BS at

the following UL sub-frame to report the information about whether or not the PDUs

transmitted at the current DL sub-frame are successfully received or not. Based on

the feedback information, only failed PDUs are retransmitted next time when this

queue obtains the transmission opportunity. Since less retransmissions are involved,
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the selective ARQ is more efficient than the cumulative ARQ. On the other hand, due

to out-of-order sequence numbers, the implementation of the selective ARQ need more

buffer and complexity compared with the cumulative ARQ.

3.5 Research Topics

Scheduling is a critical issue in providing QoS satisfaction among heterogenous types

of services for any kind of networks. IEEE 802.16 network is no exception. This thesis

is to contribute toward efficient and flexible scheduling for different types of services

in IEEE 802.16 networks to achieve a satisfying performance in terms of throughput,

resource utilization, fairness, and QoS provisioning.

As discussed in Section 2.2, many previous work on the scheduling od focused on the

rtPS and BE service. However, to the best of our knowledge, very few research efforts

have delicately dealt with the resource allocation and scheduling for nrtPS in spite of its

ultimate importance. It has been reported that rtPS flows accounts for a majority of the

Internet traffic [71, 72]. With such predominant bandwidth consumption, it is crucial

to develop a dedicated strategy for dealing with nrtPS traffic in IEEE 802.16 networks.

In addition, ARQ is a widely-used close-loop error control mechanism to achieve a low

packet loss rate in error-prone wireless environments. It should be jointly considered in

the scheduling scheme to evaluate the achieved goodput at the receiver side, rather than

the assigned resource at the transmitter side. Although ARQ mechanisms have been

extensively studied [73–77], some new challenges have emerged with the launching of the

IEEE 802.16 standard. The IEEE 802.16 standard specifies some advances in physical

layer techniques and media access control protocol, such as AMC and the flexible

retransmission of lost packets. These characteristics have posed fundamental differences

in the efforts of performance analysis of ARQ in IEEE 802.16 networks compared with

that in many previous works. Firstly, most of previous studies simply assume that the

time taken to transmit a packet is a constant, generally defined as a timeslot. Such an
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assumption does not hold in IEEE 802.16 networks due to the adoption of AMC. With

AMC, the link capacity varies with the channel conditions, leading to the fact that the

time taken to retransmit a packet varies with the current channel condition, and may be

different from that taken in the previous transmission attempt. Secondly, most of the

former studies commonly assume that the lost packets are retransmitted immediately

in the very next timeslot [74, 76, 78, 79]. When an efficient scheduling scheme is

considered, the retransmission of lost packets is flexible and does not just occur within

the very next timeslot. For instance, when the channel condition of the next timeslot

is poor, the retransmission could experience a much higher packet loss rate. Therefore,

a fundamental difference can be identified in the design and performance analysis in

IEEE 802.16 networks compared with that in previous studies. Thus, it is critical to

develop an efficient resource allocation and scheduling framework that can not only

maintain the minimum bandwidth requirements for nrtPS flows by jointly considering

ARQ mechanisms at the MAC layer and AMC at the PHY layer, but also initiate a

graceful compromise between the resource utilization and delivery delay.

On the other hand, many previous studies on the scheduling for BE service mainly

investigate how to evenly allocate the available resource among users. The fairness

in these scheduling schemes is defined on the basis that the traffic load and allocated

resource are identical/homegeneous among all users. However, the requirement of ho-

mogeneous users is less likely to be satisfied in IEEE 802.16 networks. As shown in

Figure 3.1, an SS in an IEEE 802.16 network could be a residential house, a mobile

user, or an office building providing the Internet service to many customers. Multiple

types of SSs is one of the unique features for IEEE 802.16 networks, compared with the

conventional wireless communication systems such as the 3G cellular systems where

all end users are individual cell phones or handsets. Due to the multiple types of SSs,

each SS may submit a much different long-term traffic demand patterns. For instance,

BE traffic load for an SS of office building could be much higher than that for an SS of
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resident house during the day time, while residence houses could be the major band-

width consumers during the late evening. Therefore, an efficient scheduling scheme for

BE service in IEEE 802.16 networks should be able to allocate the available resources

among different SSs in an adaptive and flexible way, such that the network operators

can freely perform the bandwidth allocation among SSs according to their different

traffic load/demand patterns.

Beside the aforementioned unicast scheduling, multicast communications enables

efficient one-to-many transmissions over a broadcast wireless channel for supporting

multicast applications, such as IPTV, mobile TV, emergency alerts, software installa-

tion, which have attracted great attentions from both industry and academia. They are

expected to serve as killer applications in the next generation IEEE 802.16 WMANs

and will contribute immense market value to the service providers. Therefore, it is

critical to design an efficient scheduling scheme for supporting broadband multimedia

services over IEEE 802.16 networks. In general, users demanding the same copy of

data are logically grouped as an MGroup, and each user is a group member. In a mul-

ticast scenario, group members are distributed at different geometric locations with

diverse channel conditions. The diverse channel conditions among group members of

an MGroup is the main challenge for designing multicast scheduling. First, due to

the diverse channel conditions of different group members of an MGroup, ARQ is not

efficient for recovering the lost packets in the multicast scenario. The retransmission of

the packet lost at one group member may lead to a waste of bandwidth for the group

members in good channel conditions. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, many previous

studies focus on improving the group throughput at the expense of the reliability of

the group members with bad channel conditions. However, in most cases, it is neces-

sary to provide satisfying services to all users in multimedia multicast applications, no

matter when the channel condition is good or bad. Therefore, it is critical to design

an efficient multicast scheduling scheme for not only providing high throughput for the
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group members with good channel conditions, but also improving the throughput for

group members with bad channel conditions.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have described the network model of a general IEEE 802.16 wire-

less access network and introduced the MAC structure. ARQ mechanisms have also

been briefly introduced, which will be considered in the proposed scheduling scheme

discussed in the following Chapters. Finally, we have discussed the research topics on

the scheduling for supporting heterogenous types of services with different QoS require-

ments.



Chapter 4

Scheduling for Non-real-time

Polling Service

Packet scheduling in wireless networks have been extensively studied in the previous

work. However, most of them focused on either BE applications by improving the

system throughput and fairness performance, or real-time applications with the delay

constraint being the main concern as discussed in Subsection 2.2.2.

nrtPS is an important kind of applications, which accounts for the majority of

the Internet traffic. It has been reported that transmission control protocol (TCP)

traffic (which exclusively takes nrtPS as the carrier in IEEE 802.16 networks) may take

up to 80% of the total Internet bandwidth [80]. With such predominant bandwidth

consumption, it is crucial to develop a dedicated strategy for dealing with nrtPS traffic

in IEEE 802.16 networks. A few studies have considered non-real-time applications,

but they only focused on satisfying either the throughput ratio or the acceptable delay

[81–84].

An efficient resource allocation and scheduling for nrtPS traffic is to satisfy the

minimum throughput requirement as well as achieving a high resource utilization with

acceptable delay. Efforts on improving resource utilization and reducing experienced

34
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delay are in general contradictory since high resource utilization can be achieved by

assigning the resource to the SSs with the best channel conditions, while leaving the SSs

with poor channel conditions starved and experienced a long delay. Although nrtPS

connections are delay-tolerant, they should not be starved for too long since otherwise

the flows will suffer considerable performance degradation. For instance, based on the

3GPP standard, the delay for the low delay data service and the long constrained delay

data service should be less than 50ms and 300ms, respectively [85]. Therefore, how to

compromise the resource utilization and experienced delay of each SS is a challenging

yet important issue.

4.1 A Flexible Resource Allocation and Scheduling

Framework for Non-real-time Polling Service

In this section, we propose a simple yet efficient resource allocation and packet schedul-

ing framework for nrtPS traffic in IEEE 802.16 networks such that the minimum band-

width requirements can be satisfied while a flexible tradeoff between the packet delivery

delay and the resource utilization is initiated. The flowchart of the proposed framework

is shown in Figure 4.1. The parameters h and L are two key operation parameters in

the proposed framework. h is the number of SSs selected at each MAC frame, which is

the parameter controlling the tradeoff between the resource utilization and the packet

delivery delay of each SS, while L (in the unit of PDUs) is the bandwidth granted

to an SS when it is being served, which is the parameter to fulfill the satisfaction of

the minimum bandwidth requirement of an nrtPS flow. By manipulating these two

parameters, the framework can satisfy the minimum bandwidth requirement of each

nrtPS flow and fulfill the flexible tradeoff between the delivery delay and the resource

utilization. Furthermore, the proposed framework takes the channel condition of each

SS into account. By exploiting the multi-user channel diversity, the proposed scheme
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can achieve a high system throughput.
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Figure 4.1: The flowchart of the proposed resource allocation and scheduling framework.

Due to the error-prone wireless channel, there may exist much gap between the

assigned bandwidth and the achieved goodput. The proposed framework takes this sit-

uation into account by jointly considering ARQ mechanisms at the MAC layer. With

the use of ARQ, the information about whether or not the PDUs transmitted at a

DL sub-frame are successfully received is sent back to the BS at the following UL sub-

frame. Based on the feedback information, the failed PDUs are retransmitted next time

when this queue obtains the transmission opportunity, instead of being retransmitted
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immediately. Two ARQ mechanisms (i.e. the cumulative ARQ and the selective ARQ

discussed in Section 3.4) are considered in the proposed framework. By taking into

account the impact of ARQ mechanisms on the retransmission of lost PDUs, we ana-

lyze the performance of the proposed framework in terms of the achieved goodput and

the packet delivery delay for each SS. Furthermore, the proposed framework also con-

siders the AMC technique at the PHY layer. With the adoption of AMC, the system

dynamically adjusts the modulation level according to the channel condition of each

SS. In IEEE 802.16 networks, different modulation levels lead to different numbers of

information bits carried by an OFDM symbol. Therefore, resource utilization is one of

the most important metrics to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework,

which is also analyzed in this chapter.

Specifically, the proposed framework works as follows. At the beginning of each

MAC frame, h SSs with better channel conditions are selected and granted with trans-

mission opportunities at this DL sub-frame. Each selected SS is assigned with a specific

amount of resources, which is denoted as L, according to the minimum throughput re-

quirement of its nrtPS flow and the channel conditions of all SSs. By manipulating the

parameters h and L properly, the proposed resource allocation and scheduling frame-

work can fulfill any possible design requirement, such as resource utilization, through-

put requirements and delivery delay requirements. When h is set to 1, the scheduling

framework is degraded to the opportunistic scheduling, which can obtain the maximum

resource utilization at the expense of possibly long delivery delay of the SSs with poor

channel conditions. When h equals to the total number of SSs associated to the BS,

the resource utilization is low, but the delivery delays of SSs are small. Meanwhile, the

setting of parameter L depends not only on the minimum bandwidth requirement of a

nrtPS flow, but also on the channel conditions of all SSs associated to the BS.
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4.2 Performance Analysis

In order to study the performance of the proposed framework and the impact of the

two parameters on the design requirements, such as resource utilization, minimum

bandwidth requirement, and packet delivery delay, an analytical model is developed

to evaluate some key performance metrics, including inter-service time, PDU delivery

delay, SDU delivery delay, goodput, and resource utilization. For simplicity, the SS

under consideration is referred to as the tagged SS; and at the BS, the queue that

buffers the nrtPS PDUs associated to the tagged SS is referred to as the tagged queue.

When the tagged queue obtains the transmission opportunity, L PDUs buffered at this

queue are transmitted at this DL sub-frame. The following assumptions are made in

the performance analysis:

(1) a link layer SDU corresponds to an IP packet;

(2) each SDU is fragmented to F PDUs with an equal size of B bits;

(3) feedback information of PDUs transmitted at a DL sub-frame is sent back to the

BS at the following UL sub-frame using the UL-ACK channel, which has been

defined in IEEE 802.16e standard;

(4) resources are available for nrtPS traffic admitted into the network at each MAC

frame. This assumption is reasonable provided with a well-defined connection

admission control strategy adopted in the network;

(5) when a queue is scheduled, it has PDUs waiting for transmission.
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4.2.1 Performance Analysis with Cumulative ARQ

• Service Probability of SSi

The service probability of SSi is defined as the probability for SSi to obtain the chance

of service at an arbitrary DL sub-frame. Firstly, we classify all SSs into three groups

based on the channel state of the tagged SS at a specific MAC frame. Given the channel

state of the tagged SS is at state n, the three groups are composed of the SSs with

channel conditions better than, same as, and worse than the state n , respectively,

which is denoted as the groups G1, G2, and G3, respectively. Let k1, k2 and k3 denote

the number of SSs in the groups G1, G2, and G3, respectively. The tagged SS, which

belongs to the group G2, obtains the chance of transmission only when the condition

k1 < h holds. Otherwise, all the selected SSs should come from the group G1. When

the condition is satisfied, the probability that the tagged SS obtains the chance of

transmission can be derived based on the values of k1 and k2. Since the total number

of selected SSs is h, and k1 SSs are at the channel states better than state n, h − k1

is the quota left for the SSs in the groups G2 and G3. When h − k1, is larger than

k2, all the SSs in the group G2 are selected, i.e., the tagged queue obtains the chance

of transmission at this DL sub-frame with probability 1. On the other hand, when

k2 > h− k1, the BS randomly selects h− k1 out of k2 SSs in the group G2. Therefore,

the tagged queue obtains the chance of transmission with a probability (h−k1)/k2. To

take these situations into account, we define the function ξ(·), as given in (4.1). k1 is a

value in the set [0, h−1] such that the tagged SS can obtain the chance of transmission.

Let M be the total number of SSs in the network. Under a specific value of k1, k2 is a

value in the set of [1,M − k1]. The set begins with 1 since at least the tagged SS is in

the group G2. When the values of k1 and k2 are given, k3 is M − k1 − k2.

ξ(
h− k1

k2
) =











1, h− k1 ≥ k2

h−k1

k2
, h− k1 < k2 .

(4.1)
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Let Ω(j1), Ω(j2), and Ω(j3) denote the sets of SSs in the groups G1, G2, and G3,

respectively. Thus, the probability that the tagged SS obtains the chance of service and

stays at the state n along with the specific Ω(j1), Ω(j2), and Ω(j3) can be expressed as

ξ(
h− k1

k2
)





∏

i1∈Ω(j1)

Pr(Si1 > n)
∏

i2∈Ω(j2)

Pr(Si2 = n)
∏

i3∈Ω(j3)

Pr(Si3 < n)



 (4.2)

where the function ξ(·) is defined as (4.1), while
∏

i1∈Ω(j1)

pr(Si1 > n),
∏

i2∈Ω(j2)

pr(Si2 = n) ,

and
∏

i3∈Ω(j3)

pr(Si3 < n) denote the probability that all SSs in groups G1, G2, and G3 are

at the channel states better than, same as, and worse than state n, respectively. For

instance, the system is composed of SS1, SS2, SS3, SS4, SS5, and SS6. The tagged

SS is SS1, which stays at the channel state n = 3. Let h = 3, k1 = 2, and k2 = 3. The

probability that SS1 obtains the chance of transmission with the channel state 3 while

Ω(j1), Ω(j2), and Ω(j3) are {SS2, SS3}, {SS1, SS4,SS5}, and {SS6}, respectively, is

given by

1

3





∏

i1∈{SS2,SS3}

Pr(Si1 > 3)
∏

i2∈{SS1,SS4,SS5}

Pr(Si2 = 3)
∏

i3∈{SS6}

Pr(Si3 < 3)



 (4.3)

Equation (4.2) is for the specific Ω(j1), Ω(j2), and Ω(j3). In the following, the

number of all possible Ω(j1), Ω(j2), and Ω(j3) are taken into consideration. Let a1

represent the number of possible combinations for selecting k1 SSs out of (M − 1) SSs

to construct the group G1, where M is the total number of SSs in the network. After

SSs in the group G1 are selected, there are (M − k1) SSs left. Let a2 represent the

number of possible combinations for selecting (k2 − 1) SSs out of the left (M − k1 − 1)

SSs to construct the group G2. At last, the left M − k1 − k2 SSs consist of the group

G3. We have a1 =
(

M−1
k1

)

and a2 =
(

M−k1−1
k2−1

)

. In other words, given k1, the total

number of possible Ω(j1) is a1, and the set of all possible Ω(j1) is represented by

{Ω(j1), j1 = 1, 2, · · ·a1}. Given Ω(j1), the total number of possible Ω(j2) is a2, and

the set of all possible Ω(j2) is represented by {Ω(j2), j2 = 1, 2, · · ·a2}. Note that given
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Ω(j1) and Ω(j2), the number of possible Ω(j3) is 1 since the group G3 is composed of

all the left SSs that belong to neither G1 nor G2. In other words, j3 is always 1. Thus,

the service probability of the tagged SS at the channel state n is given as

σSn
=











h−1
∑

k1=0

ξ(h−k1

k2

)
a1
∑

j1=1

∏

i1∈Ω(j1)

Pr(Si1 > n)
M−k1
∑

k2=1

a2
∑

j2=1

∏

i2∈Ω(j2)

Pr(Si2 = n)
∏

i3∈Ω(j3)

Pr(Si3 < n) n = 1, · · · , 7

0 n = 0

(4.4)

Note that σS0 = 0 since the tagged queue is not allowed to transmit when the

channel state of the tagged SS is at state 0, considering a high error bit rate at such a

poor channel condition.

• Inter-service Time

The inter-service time for the tagged SS is defined as the average number of frames be-

tween two adjacent transmission opportunities for the tagged SS. An integrated Markov

model is constructed to describe the tagged SS, where each state in the Markov model

represents the current channel state of the tagged SS and whether the tagged queue

obtains the chance of transmission in the current DL sub-frame. It consists of 2N + 1

(N = 7 in the study) states as shown in Figure 4.2, where (n, s) and (n, w) represent

that the tagged SS obtains and loses the chance of transmission, respectively, while its

channel is at the state n. The transmission probability matrix is given by

Q =



























p00 p01 p01 · · · p0N p0N
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Figure 4.2: The Markov model for the tagged SS.

In order to derive the inter-service time, we group the states in Figure 4.2 into two

states denoted as S and W , respectively. The states S and W represent the states

where the tagged queue obtains and loses the chance of transmission, respectively.

The transition probabilities of the grouped states are given by

psw =

7
∑

n=1

[θ(n, s)
7
∑

j=0

pns,jw]

7
∑

n=1

θ(n, s)

, pss = 1 − psw , (4.6)

pws =

7
∑

n=0

[θ(n, w)
7
∑

j=1

pnw,js]

7
∑

n=0

θ(n, w)

, pww = 1 − pws , (4.7)

where θ(n, s) is the steady-state probability of the state (n, s), and pns,jw is the one-

step transition probability from the state (n, s) to the state (j, w) (n = 1, 2, · · · , 7; j =

0, 1, · · · , 7).

Let m denote the inter-service time (in the unit of frames), which is given by

E[m] =

∞
∑

i=1

ipsw(pww)i−1pws =
psw

pws
(4.8)
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• Achieved Goodput

Goodput achieved by the tagged queue is defined as the average data rate (in the unit

of bit per second) successfully lunched by the tagged queue. Let µ denote the number

of PDUs successfully launched by the tagged queue during a transmission opportunity.

The probability density function of µ is given as

Pr(µ = i) =











(1 − p)ip i = 0, 1, · · · , L− 1

(1 − p)L i = L
(4.9)

where p is the error probability of transmitting a PDU, L is the number of PDUs

transmitted by the tagged queue during a DL sub-frame. The mean of µ is given by

E[µ] =

L−1
∑

i=0

i(1 − p)ip+ L(1 − p)L (4.10)

Thus, the goodput achieved by the tagged SS with cumulative ARQ is given by

GC =
E[u] · B

T · (E[m] + 1)
bps (4.11)

where E[m] and E[µ] are the mean of the inter-service time and the number of PDUs

successfully launched by the tagged queue in each transmission opportunity, respec-

tively, T is the time duration of a frame, and B is the size of a PDU in the unit of

bits.

• Delivery delay of a PDU

We evaluate the delivery of a PDU in the unit of frames, which is defined as the

total number of frames lasting from the first transmission of a PDU to the frame

during which this PDU is successfully received. Let NP be the number of transmission

attempts experienced by the tagged queue to successfully transmit a PDU, and mi be

the i-th inter-service time. Then, the delivery delay of a PDU can be given by

DC
P =

NP−1
∑

i=1

(mi + 1) (4.12)
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Hence, the average delivery delay is given by

E[DC
P ] = E[

NP −1
∑

i=1

(mi + 1)] = (E[NP ] − 1)(E[m] + 1) (4.13)

The Calculation of E[NP ] : We refer to L PDUs that are launched at each DL

sub-frame as a transmission burst. Based on the principle of the cumulative ARQ

discussed in Section 3.4, the delivery delay of a PDU is relative to its position at the

transmission burst where its first transmission occurs. Note that whether or not a PDU

is successfully transmitted depends not only on the successful transmission of itself but

also on the successful transmission of all the previous PDUs in the transmission burst

where its first transmission occurs. For a PDU whose first transmission occurs at the

k-th position of a transmission burst, its transmission can be modeled by an absorbing

Markov chain as shown in Figure 4.3, where the state i represents that this PDU is

at the i-th position in a transmission burst, and the state 0 is the absorbing state

representing that a PDU is transmitted successfully.

1 02K ……
L …… 11 0022KK ……
LL ……

Figure 4.3: The transition diagram of a PDU.

The one-step transition probability matrix is give by

Q =





















qL,L qL,L−1 · · · qL,0

qL−1,L qL−1,L−1 · · · qL−1,0

...
...

...
...

q1,L q1,L−1 · · · q1,0

q0,L q0,L−1 · · · q0,0





















(4.14)
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where qij is the transition probability from the state i to the state j, which is given by

qij =























0 i < j

(1 − p)i j = 0

(1 − p)(i−j)p Otherwise

(4.15)

Hence, the expected number of transmission opportunities for successfully trans-

mitting a PDU is equivalent to the average number of steps experienced by the PDU

until to be absorbed, which is given by

E[NP ] = Π0(I −R)−1e (4.16)

where Π0 is the initial state vector, I is a L×L identity matrix, R is the matrix derived

from the one-step transition probability Q by deleting the row and column correspond-

ing to the absorbing state 0, and e is a column vector with all elements equal to 1.

Let ζ denote the probability that a PDU is located at the ith position in a trans-

mission burst where its first transmission occurs. The initial state vector, Π0 =

[π1, π2, · · · , πi, · · · , πL], is derived as follows:

πi = Pr(ζ = i) =

L
∑

j=1

[Pr(ζ = i|µ = j) · Pr(µ = j)] (4.17)

Pr(ζ = i|µ = j) =











1/j i = L− j + 1, · · · , L

0 Otherwise
(4.18)

where µ denotes the number of PDUs successfully transmitted during each time the

tagged queue obtains the chance of transmission, and its probability density function

has been given by (4.9).

• Delivery delay of an SDU/Packet

We calculate the deliver delay of an SDU in the unit of frames, which is defined as the

total number of frames lasting from the first transmission of the first PDU belonging to
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this SDU to the frame in which the last PDU of the SDU is successfully received. Let

NS be the number of transmission opportunities for successfully transmitting an SDU,

and mi be the ith inter-service time. Then, the delivery delay of an SDU is expressed

by

DC
S =

NS−1
∑

i=1

(mi + 1) (4.19)

Hence, the average delivery delay of an SDU is given by

E[DC
S ] = E[

NS−1
∑

i=1

(mi + 1)] = (E[NS] − 1)(E[m] + 1) (4.20)

where E[m] is the average inter-service time, and E[NS] is the expected number of

transmission chances experienced by the tagged queue to successfully transmit an SDU,

which is derived as follows.

The Calculation of E[NS] : A two-queue model is developed to evaluate the delivery

delay of each SDU at the tagged queue, where two logic queues, called the transmission

queue (tQ) and the waiting queue (wQ), are devised. The tQ buffers the PDUs to

be transmitted at the next transmission opportunity, while wQ buffers other PDUs.

We assume that the failed PDUs have a higher priority during the next transmission

opportunity. In other word, the PDUs in tQ are composed of all PDUs failed during the

previous transmission and the PDUs from the wQ with the number of leftover quota

out of L.

We observe the delivery of an arbitrary SDU in the tagged queue, which is referred

to as the tagged SDU, and all PDUs belonging to the tagged SDU are referred to as

the tagged PDUs. Let t1 be the time instant at which the tagged queue wins the

transmission opportunity and the first tagged PDU is transmitted in this opportunity.

Let the time sequence {tn : n > 1} denote the following successive instants at which

the tagged queue obtains the chances of transmissions, and Locn ∈ {0, 1, · · · , L} and

Sn ∈ {0, 1, , ·, F} represent the location of the first tagged PDU in the tQ and the

total number of the successfully transmitted tagged PDUs observed at the instants
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{tn : n ≥ 1}, respectively. The process {Locn, Sn : n = 1, 2, · · · } forms an absorbing

embedded Markov chain on the state space {(0, 1, 2, · · · , L)×(0, 1, 2, · · · , F )}, as shown

in Figure 4.4, which represents the state transition of the tagged PDUs. The state

(0, F ) is the absorbing state, representing that all the tagged PDUs are transmitted

successfully. When the system reaches the absorbing state (0, F ), it means that the

tagged SDU is transmitted successfully. The one-step transition probability matrix of

this Markov chain is given by

W = [Pij,i′j′] i, i′ ∈ {0, 1, · · ·L}; j, j′ ∈ {0, 1, · · ·F} (4.21)

Pij,i′j′ =































































(1 − p)j′−jp i = 1, i′ = 1, (j′ − j) < L

(1 − p)j′−j i = 1, i′ = 1, (j′ − j) = L

(1 − p)j′−j i = 1, i′ = 0

(1 − p)i−i′+j′p i 6= 1, i′ 6= 0, (i− i′ + j′) < L

(1 − p)i−i′+j′ i 6= 1, i′ 6= 0, (i− i′ + j′) = L

(1 − p)i−1+j′ i 6= 1, i′ = 0

(4.22)

where the element Pij,i′j′ denotes the transition probability from the state (i, j) to the

state (i′, j′).

Hence, the expected number of transmission opportunities for successfully trans-

mitting an SDU is equivalent to the average number of steps experienced by the SDU

until it is being absorbed, which is given by

E[NS] = Π0(I −R)−1e (4.23)

where Π0 is the initial state vector, I is the (L + 1)(F + 1) × (L + 1)(F + 1) identity

matrix, R is the matrix derived from the one-step transition probability W by deleting

the row and column corresponding to the absorbing state (0, F ), and e is a column

vector with all elements equal to 1.
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Figure 4.4: The state transition diagram for the delivery of an SDU.

In order to calculate E[NS], we need to know the initial state vector Π0, which is

analyzed as follows. Firstly, the PDUs at the wQ are indexed with the mod of L. Let

the time sequence {δn : n > 0} denote the successive time instants that the tagged

queue obtains the transmission opportunities. Let random variable {φn : n = 1, 2, · · · }

be the index of the head-of-line (HoL) PDU at the wQ observed at {δn : n > 0}.

The process {φn : n = 1, 2, · · · } forms an embedded Markov chain on the state space

{1, 2, · · · , L}, as shown in Figure 4.5.

1 42 3 L…
w43

w14 w3L

wL4

w34

w23w12

w21

1 42 3 L…
w43

w14 w3L

wL4

w34

w23w12

w21

Figure 4.5: The state transition diagram of HOL PDUs at the waiting queue.

The state transition probability of this Markov chain depends on the number of

PDUs at the tQ being successfully transmitted at each transmission opportunity, which
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equivalently depends on the number of PDUs failed at the previous transmission.

Therefore, the one-step transition probability matrix is given by

Ω =

















w11 w12 · · · w1L

w21 w22 · · · w2L

...
...

...
...

wL1 wL2 · · · wLL

















(4.24)

where wij is the transition probability from the state i to the state j, which is given

by

wij =























(1 − p)j−ip j > i

(1 − p)L−i+jp j < i

(1 − p)L i = j

(4.25)

Based on the one-step transition probability matrix, the steady-state probability

hi = lim
n→∞

pr[φn = i] (i = 1, 2, · · · , L) is derived from the balance equations:











H = HΩ
L
∑

1

hi = 1
(4.26)

where H denotes the steady-state probability vector, and Ω is the one-step transition

probability matrix.

The state transition from the state i to the state j determines the occurrence of some

specific initial states. For instance, the transition from the state 1 to the state L, which

is due to the successful transmission of (L− 1) PDUs at the previous transmission. In

other words, the initial state (2, 0), (F +2, 0), · · · , ((⌊(L− 1)/F⌋ ·F +2), 0) occurs one

time simultaneously. Since the transition from the state i to the state j occurs with the

probability hiwij, the probability by which the corresponding initial states occur can

be obtained accordingly. Therefore, the initial state vector Π0 can be derived based on
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the steady-state probability vector H and the one-step transition probability matrix Ω.

When the obtained initial state probability vector Π0 is obtained, the average number

of steps for an SDU to absorption is derived from (4.23), and SDU delivery delay is

derived from (4.20).

4.2.2 Performance Analysis with Selective ARQ

Service probability and inter-service time depends on the resource allocation and schedul-

ing framework. They are independent of the ARQ mechanism adopted in the system.

Therefore, with the selective ARQ, the service probability and inter-service time are

derived by (4.4) and (4.8), respectively, same as that with the cumulative ARQ.

• Resource Utilization

Let τ be the resource utilization achieved by the system, which is defined as the number

of information bits carried by an OFDM symbol. When a high modulation level is used,

the number of information bits carried by an OFDM symbol is large, which yields a

high resource utilization, and vise versa. Therefore, resource utilization is an important

metric to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework, which can be obtained

as

E[τ ] =
M
∑

i=1

7
∑

n=1

θi(n, s)

M
∑

j=1

7
∑

n=1

θj(n, s)

7
∑

k=1

Ik
akθi(k, s)

7
∑

n=1

anθi(n, s)

(4.27)

where M is the total number of SSs in the network, θi(n, s) is the steady-state proba-

bility of the state (n, s) for SSi, Ik is the information bits carried by an OFDM symbol

when the channel state is at k, which is given in Table 3.1, and an is the required

OFDM symbols to transmit L PDUs at the tagged queue when the channel state is n.
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• Achieved Goodput

Let η denote the number of PDUs successfully launched by the tagged queue during

each transmission opportunity. The mean of η is given by

E[η] =

L
∑

i=0

[

i

(

L

i

)

(1 − p)ipL−i

]

= L · (1 − p) (4.28)

where L is the number of PDUs transmitted by the tagged queue each time it obtains

the transmission opportunity.

Goodput achieved at the tagged queue is defined as the average data rate (in unit

of bit per second) successfully launched by the tagged queue, and is given by

GS =
E[η] · B

T · (E[m] + 1)
=
L · (1 − p) ·B

T · (E[m] + 1)
bps (4.29)

where p is the error probability of transmitting a PDU, B is the size of a PDU in the

unit of bits, T is the time duration of a MAC frame, and E[m] is the mean of the

inter-service time, which is derived from (4.8).

• Delivery Delay of a PDU

The average number of transmission/retransmission for a PDU is given by

∞
∑

n=1

npn−1(1 − p) = 1 +
p

1 − p
(4.30)

where p is the error probability of transmitting a PDU.

Thus, the average delivery delay of a PDU (in unit of frame) is given by

E[DS
P ] =

p

1 − p
(E[m] + 1) (4.31)

where E[m] is the mean of the inter-service time.
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• Delivery Delay of an SDU/Packet

The deliver delay of an SDU is defined as the number of MAC frames counted from the

launching of the first PDU of the SDU until the successful recipient of the last PDU of

the SDU. Let the random variable NS denote the number of transmission opportunities

experienced by a queue to successfully transmit an SDU, and mi be the ith inter-service

time. The mean of the delivery delay of an SDU is given by

E[DS
S ] = E[

NS−1
∑

i=1

mi + 1] = (E[NS] − 1)(E[m] + 1) (4.32)

where E[NS] is the expected number of transmission opportunities experienced by the

tagged queue to successfully transmit an SDU, and E[m] is the average inter-service

time, which has been derived from (4.8). Thus, we need to obtain E[NS ] in order to

derive E[DS
S ].

The Calculation of E[NS] : Similar to the calculation of E[NP ], we develop a

two-queue model to evaluate the delivery of SDUs at the tagged queue of the BS,

where two logic queues, called the transmission queue (tQ) and waiting queue (wQ),

are devised, as shown in Figure 4.6. The tQ buffers the PDUs to be transmitted at

the next transmission opportunity, while wQ buffers other PDUs. We assume that the

failed PDUs have a higher priority during the next transmission opportunity. In other

word, the PDUs in tQ are composed of all PDUs failed during the previous transmission

and the PDUs from the wQ with the number of leftover quota out of L.

Let an arbitrary SDU in the tagged queue be referred to as the tagged SDU, all

PDUs belonging to the tagged SDU be referred to as the tagged PDUs, t1 be the

time instant at which the tagged queue wins a transmission opportunity and launches

the first tagged PDU, the subsequent instants at which the tagged queue obtains the

transmission opportunity be denoted as {tn : n > 0} , and the random variables

An ∈ {0, 1, · · ·F} and fn ∈ {0, 1, · · ·F}represent the number of the tagged PDUs in

the tQ and the wQ observed at the instants {tn : n > 0}, respectively. The process
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Figure 4.6: The two-queue model for the delivery of SDUs.
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Figure 4.7: The state transition diagram of the absorbing Markov chain.

{An, fn : n = 1, 2, · · · } forms an absorbing embedded Markov chain on the state space

{(0, 1, 2, · · ·F ) × (0, 1, 2, · · ·F )}, as shown in Figure 4.7, which represents the state

transition of the tagged PDUs. The state (0, 0) is the absorbing state, representing

that all the tagged PDUs are launched successfully. When the system reaches the ab-

sorbing state (0, 0), the tagged SDU is completely transmitted. The one-step transition

probability matrix of this Markov chain is given by

P = [pij, i′j′] i, j, i′, j′ ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , F} (4.33)

where P is a (F + 1)(F + 1)×(F + 1)(F + 1) matrix, and the element pij,i′j′ denotes

the transition probability from the state (i, j) to the state (i′, j′).

Let xin represent the number of the tagged PDUs moving to the tQ queue from the

wQ queue due to the successful transmission of some PDUs in the current transmission
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opportunity, and xout denote the number of the tagged PDUs successfully launched in

the current transmission opportunity. Therefore, the transition from the state (i, j) to

the state (i′, j′) specifically determines a pair of (xin, xout), which is given by

xin = j − j′ , xout = (i+ j) − (i′ + j′) (4.34)

Hence, the transition probability pij,i′j′ is given by

pij, i′j′ =







































[
(

i
xout

)

(1 − p)xoutpi−xout][
(

L−i
xin−xout

)

(1 − p)xin−xoutp(L−i)−(xin−xout)] (i, j, i′, j′) ∈ T1

[
(

i
xout

)

(1 − p)xoutpi−xout][
L−i
∑

m=xin−xout

(

L−i
m

)

(1 − p)mp(L−i)−m] (i, j, i′, j′) ∈ T2

(

i
xout

)

(1 − p)xoutpi−xout (i, j, i′, j′) ∈ T3

0 (i, j, i′, j′) ∈ T4

,

(4.35)

T1 := {(i, j, i′, j′) ∈ Q | j, j′ 6= 0, xin ≥ xout} , T2 := {(i, j, i′, j′) ∈ Q | j 6= 0, j′ = 0, xin ≥ xout} ,

T3 := {(i, j, i′, j′) ∈ Q | xin < xout} , T4 := Q ,

Q := {(i, j, i′, j′) ∈ T | 0 ≤ xin < j, 0 ≤ xout ≤ min(xin, i); xin = j, 0 ≤ xout ≤ i} ,

T := {(i, j, i′, j′) | (j, j) ∈ S, (i′, j′) ∈ S} , S := {(i, j) | 0 ≤ i ≤ F, 0 ≤ j ≤ F − i}

where T1, T2,and T3 are the subsets of Q, T4 is the complementary set of Q in T , Q is

a subset of S, and S and T are the state space and transition space of the absorbing

Markov chain, respectively. Hence, the expected number of transmission opportunities

required to successfully transmit the tagged SDU is equivalent to the average number

of steps to be absorbed for the tagged SDU, which is given by

E[Ns] = Π0(I −R)−1e (4.36)

where Π0 is the initial state vector, I is the identity matrix, R is the matrix derived

from the one-step transition probability by deleting the row and column corresponding

to the absorbing state (0, 0), and e is a column vector with all elements equal to 1. In
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order to calculate E[NS], we need to know the initial state vector Π0, which is analyzed

as follows.

First, the PDUs at the wQ queue is indexed with the mod L. Let the successive

time instant the tagged queue obtains the transmission opportunities be denoted as

{tn : n > 0} and random variable φn ∈ {1, 2, · · ·L} be the index of the HoL PDU at

the wQ queue observed at {tn : n > 0}. The process {φn : n > 0} forms a embedded

Markov chain on the state space {1, 2, · · · , L}, as shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: The state transition diagram of the HOL PDU at Waiting Queue.

The state transition probability of this Markov chain is determined by the number

of PDUs at the tQ queue being launched at each transmission opportunity, which is

equivalently the number of PDUs failed in each transmission opportunity. Therefore,

the one-step transition probability from the state i to the state j, qij , is given by

qij =























(

L
j−i

)

(1 − p)j−ipL−(j−i) j > i

(1 − p)L j = i
(

L
L+j−i

)

(1 − p)L+j−ipi−j j < i

(4.37)

Based on the one-step transition probability, the steady-state probability hi =

lim
n→∞

Pr(φn = i)(i = 1, 2, · · · , L) can be derived from the balance equations. The

state transition from the state i to the state j determines the occurrence of some spe-

cific initial states. For instance, the transition from the state 1 to the state L, which
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is due to successful transmission of (L− 1) PDUs at the previous transmission oppor-

tunity, implies that the initial state (F, 0) occurs ⌊(L− 1)/F ⌋ times, and the initial

state (F − 1, 1) occurs once concurrently. Since the transition from the state i to the

state j occurs with the probability hiqij , the probability that the corresponding initial

states occur can be obtained accordingly. Therefore, the initial state vector Π0 can be

derived based on the derived steady-state probability hi and the one-step transition

probability matrix qij . When the initial state probability vector Π0 is obtained, the

average number of steps for an SDU to be absorbed and the average delivery delay of

SDU can be derived from (4.36) and (4.32), respectively.

4.3 Simulation Results

Extensive simulations are conducted using MATLAB to demonstrate the performance

of the proposed framework in terms of SDU delivery delay, achieved goodput, and

resource utilization. The impact of two parameters, h and L, on the performance

metrics are illustrated by extensive simulations (denoted as Sim), which also verify the

accuracy of the analytical model (denoted as Ana). We repeat the simulation 50 times

with different random seeds and calculate the average value.

In the simulation, the Rayleigh fading channel model is adopted, and the total

number of SSs is 5 with the average signal-to-noise ratio (ASNR) of 5, 10, 15, 20 and

25dB, respectively. The other simulation parameters are given in Table 4.1.

Figures 4.9 – 4.13 illustrate the performance of the proposed framework with the

cumulative ARQ. Figure 4.9 shows the SDU delivery delay versus L for different p

values, respectively. It can be seen that the SDU delivery delay decreases with the

increase of L. With a larger L, more PDUs are transmitted when the tagged queue

obtains a transmission opportunity, which leads to more resources allocated to the

tagged queue. As a result, a smaller average SDU delivery delay is achieved. It is also

seen that with a smaller p, the SDU delivery delay decreases due to the increase of the
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Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters

MAC frame duration 2.5 ms

DL/UL sub-frame duration 1.25 ms/1.25 ms

OFDM symbol duration 23.8µs

Doppler frequency 15 Hz

Bandwidth 10 MHz

The number of SSs 5

Indices of SSs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

The number of SSs selected in each DL sub-frame 2

Tagged SS SS3

The average SNR of each SS 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 dB

Size of a PDU 1536 bits

Size of an SDU 15 PDUs

Assigned resource during each chance of transmission 5 PDUs

Error probability of transmitting a PDU 0.01

probability of successfully transmitting a PDU.

Figure 4.10 shows the goodput of the tagged queue versus L for different PDU

error probability p. With a larger L, more resources are allocated to the tagged queue.

Thus, the achieved goodput is larger. From Figures 4.9 - 4.10, it can be seen that

the simulation and analysis results match very well, which verifies the accuracy of the

analytical model.

Figures 4.11 – 4.13 illustrate the impacts of h on the performance metrics in terms

of SDU delivery delay, inter-service time, and goodput. From Figures 4.11 and 4.12,

it is observed that both SDU delivery delay and inter-service time decrease with the

increase of h. With a larger h, SSs are visited more frequently and have more chances
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Figure 4.9: SDU delivery delay versus L with different p.
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Figure 4.10: Goodput versus L for different p.
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Figure 4.11: SDU delivery delay versus h.
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Figure 4.12: Inter-service time versus h.

of transmissions, which leads to a shorter delivery delay and inter-service time. The

opportunistic scheduling is the specific case with h=1. In this case, SS1, with the worst
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Figure 4.13: Goodput versus h.
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Figure 4.14: SDU delivery delay versus h.

channel condition, is starved for a long time. Its delivery delay is much larger than that

of other SSs. Figure 4.13 shows the obtained goodput of SSs for different h. With the
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Figure 4.15: Resource Utilization versus h.
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Figure 4.16: Inter-service time versus h.

increase of h, inter-service time of each SS decreases. Each SS obtains more chances of

transmissions, leading to a higher throughput.
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Figure 4.17: Goodput versus L.

Figures 4.14 – 4.17 illustrate the performance of the proposed framework with the

selective ARQ. Figure 4.14 shows the impacts of the parameter h on the SDU delivery

delay for different SSs. It can be seen that the SDU delivery delay decreases with the

increase of h. When h is 1, one SS is selected to obtain the transmission opportunity

at each DL sub-frame. Thus, SS1, which is subject to the worst channel condition,

experiences a quite long delivery delay. With the increase of h, SS1 gets more chances

of transmissions. Therefore, its SDU delivery delay decreases accordingly.

Figure 4.15 shows the impact of h on the resource utilization. It is observed that

the resource utilization decreases with the increase of h. With a large h, some SSs

with poor channel conditions can achieve more chances of transmissions, which leads

to the use of a low modulation and coding level. As a result, a low resource utilization

is obtained. From Figures 4.14 and 4.15, it can be seen that the parameter h plays a

key role in manipulating the SDU delivery delay and the resource utilization. A small

h leads to a better resource utilization, but it also leads to a large difference of SDU
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delivery delay between SSs with different channel conditions and a longer SDU delivery

delay for the SS with a poor channel condition, and vice versa.

Figure 4.16 shows the relation between the inter-service time and h. It is observed

that the inter-service time of each SS decreases with the increase of h. When h is 1,

the inter-service time of SS1 is almost 22.3 times as that of SS5.

Figure 4.17 shows the relation between the achieved goodput and assigned band-

width L with different h. It is observed that given a specific h, the goodput requirement

can be achieved by manipulating a proper L. With the increase of L, the achieved good-

puts of SSs increase accordingly. With a fixed L, the achieved goodput is impacted by

the selection of h. With a larger h, SSs can obtain a higher goodput.
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Figure 4.18: Resource utilization versus h.

The simulation results with a larger number of SSs are given in Figures 4.18 –4.19,

where the total number of SSs is 20 which are divided into four groups with ASNRs of

10, 15, 20, and 25 dB, respectively. Each group includes 5 SSs with the same ASNR.

Similar to Figures 4.14 – 4.15, it can be seen that h is a key parameter balancing the
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Figure 4.19: SDU delivery delay versus h.

delivery delay of SSs and resource utilization. With a small h, the network can achieve

a high resource utilization, but the SSs with bad channel conditions experience a long

delivery delay, and vise versa.

Figures 4.9 – 4.19 illustrate the impact of h and L on some important performance

metrics. h and L are critical for the performance of the proposed framework. The

setting of h is based on the requirement of the tradeoff between the SDU delivery

delays and the resource utilization. The possible h is a value in the set of [1,2,...,M ],

where M is the total number of SSs in the network. Since the number of possible

h equals M , the SDU delivery delay and resource utilizations corresponding to each

possible h can be obtained using the analysis given in Section 4.2. When the sets

of possible SDU delivery delays and resource utilizations are obtained, the parameter

h can be selected based on the requirement of the SDU delivery delay and resource
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utilization. After h is set, L can be set by using analytical result given in (4.11) or

(4.29), based on the throughput requirement of each SS. Furthermore, the parameters

h and L decide the amount of resource assigned to nrtPS applications at each MAC

frame, which can provide a useful guideline for the connection admission control such

that the system will not be overloaded.

4.4 Discussion and Summary

A simple yet efficient resource allocation and packet scheduling framework has been pro-

posed for nrtPS applications in IEEE 802.16 networks, where two ARQ mechanisms

at the MAC layer and AMC technique at the PHY layer are jointly considered. An

analytical model has been developed to provide meaningful guidelines to select appro-

priate parameters for satisfying the throughput requirement and initiating a graceful

compromise between the delivery delay and the resource utilization for nrtPS appli-

cations. Extensive simulations have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness

and efficiency of the proposed framework and verify the accuracy of the analytical

model. Although the slow fading channel is considered in this study, the analytical

model on the delivery delay, goodput, and resource utilization is also valid for other

types of channels. The only difference is the derivation of the state transition matrix

given in (3.4). Similar Markov models for other types of fading channels have been

discussed in [86] [87] [88]. In addition, The proposed design framework is focused on

the average throughput requirements and the tradeoff between the delivery delay and

resource utilization. In terms of packet arrival, the only assumption in the analytical

model is that when a queue is visited, it has packets waiting for transmission.



Chapter 5

Scheduling for Best Effort Service

5.1 The Weighted Proportional Fair Scheduling Scheme

Many scheduling schemes have been proposed to deal with different service types based

on their intrinsic characteristics. For BE service, the main concern is to achieve a

satisfying fairness and throughput performance. One of the most effective schemes is the

proportional fairness scheduling, which can provide a good balance between the system

throughput and fairness. However, the fairness in this scheduling scheme is defined on

the basis that the traffic load and allocated resources are identical/homegeneous among

all end users. This design requirement, however, is insufficient in IEEE 802.16 networks,

where an SS could be a residential house, a mobile user, or an office building providing

the Internet service to many customers. Multiple types of SSs is a unique feature

of IEEE 802.16 networks, compared with the conventional wireless communication

systems such as the 3G cellular systems with all the end users as individual cell phones

and handsets. Due to the multiple types of SSs, each SS may submit a much different

long-term traffic load and demand patterns. For instance, the BE traffic load for

an SS of office building could be much higher than that for an SS of resident house

during the day time, while residence houses could be the major capacity consumers

66
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during the late evening. The conventional scheduling schemes based on proportional

fairness have focused on equivalently allocating the available resources among the users,

which are rather efficient when the traffic demands of all users are homogeneous, yet

are not suitable for IEEE 802.16 networks due to the potential heterogeneity among

SSs in terms of traffic patterns and demands. Such a unique feature of IEEE 802.16

networks has posed new challenges on the design of an efficient resource allocation

and scheduling scheme, and is particularly distinguished in the BE service which is

subject to no any delay and minimum bandwidth requirement. It is clear that the

ignorance of this fact would certainly lead to inefficiency of system operation, which

could easily lead to a performance degradation due to the lack of consideration of each

SS’s potential traffic pattern. An efficient scheduling scheme for BE service should be

able to allocate the available resources among different SSs in an adaptive and flexible

way, such that network operators can freely perform the bandwidth allocation according

to some historical behavior and statistic data of traffic pattern for each SS.

In this chapter, we propose the weighted proportional fair (WPF) scheduling scheme

for BE service in IEEE 802.16 Networks for achieving flexible resource allocation ac-

cording to channel conditions and traffic patterns. Furthermore, an analytical model is

developed to study some important performance metrics, such as the spectral efficiency,

throughput, resource utilization, and fairness, and evaluate the impacts of the weights

and channel conditions on these performance metrics. The analytical model considers

two scenarios: one is based on the Rayleigh fading channel; the other considers the

AMC technique. Extensive simulations are conducted to illustrate the efficiency of the

proposed scheme and verify the accuracy of the analytical model, where the impacts of

the weights on performance metrics under the different channel conditions are further

investigated.

Considering the different traffic demands among SSs, we introduce weight in the

WPF to adjust the priority of different SSs to be selected for service. Meanwhile,
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instantaneous channel conditions should be considered to exploit the multi-user channel

diversity. Therefore, the criterion by which the WPF scheduling scheme selects an SS

at the beginning of each MAC frame and provides the resources available for BE service

to this SS is given by

i∗ = arg max
i
Xi (5.1)

Xi = wi
γi

γi

(5.2)

where Xi represents the weighted relative channel condition of SSi, wi is the weight

for SSi, while γi and γi are the average and instantaneous channel condition for SSi,

respectively.

We define (5.2) as the preference metric of WPF scheduling scheme. By averag-

ing out the long-term channel condition γi in the preference metric, WPF improves

the short-term fairness. Meanwhile, WPF can achieve a high system throughput by

exploiting multi-user channel diversity. The weight wi reflects the BE traffic demand

of SSi. For easy implementation, we set the weight of each SS in such a way that

the ratio of weights for SSs equals to the ratio of their traffic demands. That is,

wi

wj
= Di

Dj
(i, j = 1, 2, · · · ,M), where Di is the BE traffic demand of SSi. To implement

the WPF scheduling scheme, BS should have the knowledge of the channel state in-

formation of each SS. In IEEE 802.16 networks, the uplink channel quality indication

channel (UL CQICH) is allocated for SSs to feedback channel state information. In

addition, some SSs in IEEE 802.16 networks are stationary, such as office buildings

and residence houses. This feature can largely decrease the frequency of channel state

feedback since the channel conditions of these SSs are less fluctuant. Thus, the over-

head of implementation is reduced. Based on the channel condition of each SS and the

parameters wi (i = 1, 2, · · · ,M), a preference metric vector X = [X1, X2, · · · , XM ] is

maintained at the scheduler at the BS. At the beginning of each frame, X is updated

according to (5.2), while the BS selects an SS with the largest value of preference metric

according to (5.1) and allocates the resource available for BE service at this frame to
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this SS.

By manipulating the weight wi in the preference metric, the proposed scheme not

only can provide flexible resource allocation among all SSs, but also can achieve a sat-

isfying fairness performance due to the consideration of the traffic demands of different

SSs. The following is to quantify the relation between the weights, channel conditions,

and important performance measurements.

5.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, an analytical model is developed to investigate some important per-

formance metrics, such as the service probability, spectral efficiency, throughput, and

resource utilization. The analytical model includes two scenarios. One is based on the

Rayleigh fading channel. The other is based on the N-state Markov channel model with

the consideration of AMC technique. The notation used in the rest of the paper are

listed in Table 5.1.

5.2.1 Performance Analysis Based on the Rayleigh Fading Chan-

nel

In thus subsection, we study some important performance metrics based on the Rayleigh

flat fading channel [89–91], which provide us an upper bound on spectral efficiency and

throughput.

• Service Probability for SSi

The service probability for SSi is defined as the probability that SSi is selected for

service at an arbitrary MAC frame when the system is stable. Based on (5.1), an

SS with the largest value of preference metric is selected for service in each MAC

frame. Therefore, the distribution of preference metric value of each SS plays a key

role to analyze the service probability. Let function li(·) be the probability density
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Table 5.1: Table of Notations

M The total number of SSs in the network

γi The average SNR of SSi

γi The instantaneous SNR of SSi

wi Weight of SSi

Di BE traffic demand of SSi

Xi The value of Preference metric of SSi

πi Service probability of SSi

ψ index of SS selected for service during a frame

ςi Spectral efficient for SSi

ς System spectral efficient

τi Resource utilization for SSi

τ System resource utilization

ThR
i The throughput of SSi with the Rayleigh fading channel

ThA
i The throughput of SSi with the AMC

ThR The system throughput with the Rayleigh fading channel

ThA The system throughput with the AMC

function (p.d.f.) of Xi, where Xi is the preference metric value of SSi given in (5.2).

We define a function gi as Xi = gi(γ) = wi
γi

γ̄i
. Based on the p.d.f. of dependent random

variables [92], the p.d.f. of Xi is given by

li(Xi = x) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

g
′

i(g
−1
i (x))

∣

∣

∣

∣

fi(g
−1
i (x))

=
1

wi
e
− x

wi

(5.3)

where |·| denotes the determinant of a matrix, function fi(·) is the p.d.f. of γi, which is

given in (3.2), g−1
i (·) is the inverse function of gi(γ) = wi

γ
γ̄i

, and g
′

i(·) is the derivative
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of function gi(·).

Let ψ be the index of the SS selected for service at a MAC frame. The service

probability for SSi is given by

πi = Pr{ψ = i} =

∞
∫

0

li(x)(

M
∏

j=1,j 6=i

x
∫

0

lj(y)dy)dx

=

∞
∫

0

1

wi
e

−x
wi (

M
∏

j=1,j 6=i

(

x
∫

0

1

wj
e

−y
wj dy))dx

(5.4)

where function li(·) is p.d.f of preference metric value for SSi, which is given in (5.3).

Expanding the expression of πi using

M
∏

j=1,j 6=i

(1 − e
−x
wj ) = 1 +

M−1
∑

m=1

[(−1)m
am
∑

k=1

e
−x(

∑

j∈Ω(k)

1
wj

)

] (5.5)

am =
(

M−1
m

)

(5.6)

where am is the total number of possible combinations for selecting m SSs out of the

(M − 1) SSs, and k represents the index of an arbitrary combination. Therefore, k is

in the range of [1, am]. Ω(k) denotes the set of SSs corresponding to the combination

index of k.

Thus, we have

πi = 1 +
1

wi

M−1
∑

m=1

[(−1)m
am
∑

k=1

1/(
1

wi
+
∑

j∈Ω(k)

1

wj
)] (5.7)

• Spectral Efficiency for SSi

Spectral efficiency is defined as the amount of information bits transmitted over a unit

bandwidth. The theoretical upper bound of spectral efficiency can be obtained based on

Shannon’s Formula. Given SSi is selected for service when its weighted relative channel

condition Xi equals x, the spectral efficiency achieved by SSi is log2(1 + γi

wi
x), where

γi

wi
x is the corresponding instantaneous SNR of SSi when its weighted relative channel

condition is x. The probability that SSi is selected for service with the weighted
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relative channel condition x is given by li(x)(
M
∏

j=1,j 6=i

(
x
∫

0

lj(y)dy)). Let ζi denote the

spectral efficiency achieved by SSi. Thus, the expectation of ζi is given by

E[ζi] =

∞
∫

0

[log2(1 +
γi

wi
x) · li(x)(

M
∏

j=1,j 6=i

(

x
∫

0

lj(y)dy))]dx

=

∞
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0

[log2(1 +
γi

wi
x) ·

1
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e
− x
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M
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− x
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[log2(1 +
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]dx

(5.8)

where am and Ω(k) are defined as the same with that in (5.5), and we have

∞
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(5.9)

where
∞
∫

1+
∑

j∈Ω(k)

wi
wj

γi

e−tt−1dt is the exponential integral function of first order for element

(
1+

∑

j∈Ω(k)

wi
wj

γi
).
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• Throughput for SSi

Let ThR
i denote the throughput achieved by SSi based on the Rayleigh fading channel.

Given a bandwidth W , ThR
i is given as

ThR
i = W · E[ζi] (5.10)

• System Spectral Efficiency

From the system’s point of view, the system spectral efficiency is the sum of achievable

spectral efficiency of each SS, which is given by

ζ =
M
∑

i=1

E[ζi] (5.11)

where E[ζi] is the spectral efficiency achieved by SSi.

• System Throughput

The system throughput is given by

ThR =

M
∑

i=1

ThR
i (5.12)

5.2.2 Performance Analysis with AMC

We further investigate the impact of the promising AMC technique, which has been

specified in IEEE 802.16 standard. With AMC, the channel is characterized as an

N-state Markov model described in Subsection 3.2.2.

• The Service Probability

The service probability only depends on the scheduling scheme and channel conditions.

It does not impacted by whether the AMC is adopted or not. Therefore, the service

probability with AMC can be derived by (5.7).

• Resource Utilization and Throughput for SSi

In IEEE 802.16 networks with AMC, the resource utilization achieved at SSi is defined

as the information bits carried by an OFDM symbol.
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Let τi denote the resource utilization achieved at SSi. Its expectation is given by

E[τi] =
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where bn is the lower boundary of SNR for the channel state n, which is given in Table

3.1. Note that bN+1 = ∞. In is the information bit carried by an OFDM symbol

corresponding to the channel state n, while am and Ω(k) are the same definition as

that in (5.8).

Thus, the throughput achieved by SSi considering AMC is given by

ThA
i = E[τi]/Ts (5.14)

where Ts is the time duration of an OFDM symbol.

• System Resource Utilization and System Throughput

From the system’s point of view, the system resource utilization is

E[τ ] =

M
∑

i=1

E[τi] (5.15)

where M is the total number of SSs, and E[τi] is the resource utilization of SSi.
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Thus, the system throughput is

ThA =

M
∑

i=1

ThA
i (5.16)

where ThA
i is the throughput of SSi.

5.2.3 Fairness

Fairness is an important performance metric to evaluate the performance of a scheduling

scheme. We use the Jain fairness index [93], a commonly adopted fairness index, to

measure the fairness performance of a scheme, which is defined as

I =

∣

∣
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∣
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(5.17)

where M is the total number of SSs, COV represents the coefficient of variation, and

hk is defined as

hi =











ri

di
if ri<di

1 Otherwise
(5.18)

where di is the resource demanded by SSi, and ri is the resource allocated to SSi.

For the proposed scheduling scheme, the resources available for BE traffic are al-

located among all the SSs based on their intrinsic traffic patterns. Therefore, fairness

is a metric to measure how close the network resource allocation of each SS to the

pre-defined value. The ideal fairness performance is achieved when the coefficient of

variation (COV) in (5.17) is 0. That is, fairness index I is 1. The value of COV can

be anywhere between 0 to ∞. With the increase of COV, the fairness performance

decreases. By manipulating the weight of each SS based on its traffic demand, the

proposed scheme can flexibly adjust the resource allocation among SSs. Therefore,
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it is concluded that the proposed scheduling scheme can achieve satisfying fairness

performance, which is verified by the simulation given in Section 5.3.

5.3 Simulation Results

Extensive simulations are conducted to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of

the proposed scheme and verify the analytical model in terms of important performance

metrics, including the service probability, spectral efficiency, throughput, resource uti-

lization, as well as fairness. Rayleigh fading channel model is adopted in the simulation,

and the total number of SSs is 20. In order to study the impact of the channel condi-

tions on the performance metrics, 20 SSs are divided into four groups with the average

SNR (ASNR) of 10, 15, 20, and 25dB, respectively. Each group includes 5 SSs. Mean-

while, in order to evaluate the impact of employing different weights on the performance

metrics, each SS in a common group (with the same ASNR) is assigned with differ-

ent weights. We assume that the number of timeslots available for BE traffic at each

DL sub-frame follows a uniform distribution in the range of [1,10], and consider the

saturated case for BE traffic of each SS. Moreover, in order to evaluate the efficiency

of the proposed scheme, the proportional fairness is adopted as a counterpart for the

purpose of comparison. The simulation parameters are given in Table 5.2. We repeat

the simulation 50 times with different random seeds and calculate the average value.

Figures 5.1-5.3 show the performance metrics based on the Rayleigh fading channel

for both the proposed scheme (denoted as WPF) and the counterpart scheme (denoted

as PF), where Sim and Ana represent the simulation results and the analytical results,

respectively. Figure 5.1 shows the service probability of each SS. It is observed that the

weight wi is a key factor to affect the service probability of each SS for WPF. Among the

SSs with the same ASNR, the larger weight an SS has, the larger service probability it

can achieve. Meanwhile, it can be seen that the service probability of each SS is almost

independent of its average channel condition. By averaging out the average channel
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Table 5.2: Simulation Parameters.

MAC frame duration 2.5 ms

DL sub-frame duration 1.25 ms

UL sub-frame duration 1.25 ms

OFDM symbol duration 23.8 us

Bandwidth 10MHz

Index of SSs 1–5 , 6–10 ,11–15 ,16–20

Weight of SSs 1–5 , 1–5 , 1–5 , 1–5

Average SNR (dB) 10 , 15 , 20 , 25
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Figure 5.1: Service probability for each SS.

condition in the preference metric shown in (5.2), the effect of ASNR on the service

probability of each SS is mitigated. This observation also supports the nice feature of
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Figure 5.2: Spectral efficiency for each SS.
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Figure 5.3: System throughput Versus the number of SSs.

the proposed scheme in terms of fairly scheduling all SSs since the scheduler will not be

simply biased to the SSs due to their good average channel conditions. On the other
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hand, with PF, all SSs obtain similar service probabilities. Since PF aims to equally

allocate the chance of transmission among all the SSs, it can not provide the service

differentiation based on the different traffic demands.

Figure 5.2 shows the spectral efficiency achieved by each SS. It can be seen that

with the PF, spectral efficiency varies lightly with the ASNR. With WPF, on the other

hand, spectral efficiency of each SS is determined by both weight wi and ASNR. With

the same ASNR, the larger wi an SS has, the higher spectral efficiency it can achieve.

Meanwhile, with the same weight wi, the better channel condition an SS has, the

larger spectral efficiency it can achieve. SS20 and SS5 have the same weights, but SS20

achieves a higher spectral efficiency than that of SS5 due to its better average channel

condition.

Figure 5.3 shows the system throughput versus the number of SSs with the Rayleigh

channel(denoted as ThR) and with the AMC (denoted as ThA). It can be seen that the

achieved system throughput increases with the increase of SSs. With a larger number

of SSs, a larger channel-diversity gain can be exploited. Thus, the system throughput

in terms of ThR and ThA increases accordingly.

Figures 5.4 – 5.5 show the resource utilization and achieved throughput of each SS

with the consideration of AMC. It can be seen that both the resource utilization and

throughput mainly depend on the weight wi. SS4 and SS5 have the same ASNR, but

the throughput and resource utilization of SS5 is much larger than that of SS4 due to

its larger weight. Therefore, flexible resource allocation can be achieved by properly

manipulating the weight of each SS.

Figure 5.6 shows the fairness index for both the WPF scheme and PF scheme.

Two scenarios are investigated in the simulation: one is based on the Rayleigh fading

channel (denoted as (Ray)), and the other considers the AMC (denoted as (AMC)). In

the simulation, by taking the analytical result of throughput at each SS as its traffic

demand, we evaluate how close the assigned system resources are to the corresponding
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Figure 5.4: Resource utilization for each SS with discrete-rate AMC.

traffic demands. It is observed that the fairness performance of WPF outperforms PF.

The fairness indices of the proposed scheme with both scenarios are very close to 1,

which represents the ideal fairness performance. It also can be seen that the fairness

performance of the proposed scheme is immune to the increasing number of SSs. On

the contrary, for PF, the fairness performance exacerbates with the increase of SSs.

Figures 5.7 – 5.8 demonstrate system efficiency and resource utilization with the

increase of SSs. It can be seen that both the system efficiency and system utilization

increases with the increase of the number of SSs. With a larger number of SSs, a

higher multi-user channel diversity gain can be exploited, which contributes to the

overall system performance improvement in terms of system efficiency and resource

utilization.

From Figures 5.1 – 5.8, it also can be seen that the simulation results and the
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Figure 5.5: Throughput of each SS with discrete-rate AMC.

analysis results match very well, which verify the accuracy of the analytical model.

5.4 Discussion and Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed WPF scheduling scheme for BE traffic in IEEE 802.16

networks. The proposed scheme not only achieves the flexible resource allocation among

heterogenous SSs, but also has a good fairness performance. An analytical model

has been developed to investigate the performance of the proposed scheme in terms

of throughput, spectral efficiency, and resource utilization. The analysis results can

serve as a meaningful reference for the configuration of the weight for each SS under a

specific design objective. Extensive simulations have been conducted to demonstrate
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the efficiency of the proposed scheme and validate the analytical model.

The developed analytical model considers the Rayleigh fading channel in this chap-

ter. However, it can be extended to other types of channel models with different prob-

ability distribution function for the received SNR. Furthermore, although this chapter

is focused on IEEE 802.16 networks, the WPF scheduling scheme can be generally

deployed in other types of networks composed of heterogenous types of users.



Chapter 6

Multicast Scheduling

With the increasing demand on multimedia applications, multimedia multicast services

have been attracting great attentions from both academia and industry. Multime-

dia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) has been standardized by the third genera-

tion partnership project (3GPP) and is currently under active investigation [59, 94].

Meanwhile, Broadband multimedia services, such as IPTV and mobile TV, are en-

visioned as major applications emerging in IEEE 802.16 WMANs, and expected to

contribute immense market values to the service providers in next generation wireless

networks [24, 25]. On the other hand, multicast transmission is an efficient way to

provide services to multiple users simultaneously, by exploiting the broadcast nature

of wireless communications. It is therefore critical to provide efficient multicast trans-

missions for supporting broadband multimedia services over IEEE 802.16 networks.

Most previous work on multicast transmissions is focused on efficient multicast

routing protocols in the network layer [95–98] or effective error-control and recovery

schemes in the transportation layer [99, 100]. Packet scheduling at the MAC layer plays

a critical role in improving the resource utilization and providing QoS for multimedia

multicast services. However, as discussed in Subsection 2.2.3, many previous studies

on multicast scheduling aim at improving the group throughput at the expense of the

84
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transmission reliability of the group members in bad channel conditions. They are

focused on mitigating the negative impact caused by the diverse channel conditions of

multiple group members in an MGroup , rather than exploiting any potential advantage

provided by the channel diversity among multiple group members in an MGroup. In a

multicast scenario, multiple group members in an MGroup are independently located

in the network. Since all group members in an MGroup need the same contents,

the diverse channel conditions due to independent locations of group members can be

exploited if some group members can help the other group members by transmitting the

successfully received information. As a result, a more efficient and reliable multicast

transmission should be provided, and the achieved throughput should be improved

significantly.

Cooperative communication is a promising technology that can greatly improve the

system performance by exploring the spatial diversity and cooperation among multiple

users. Cooperative communication used for unicast transmissions has been extensively

studied in the literature [101–106]. However, little work applies cooperative communi-

cation technique to multicast transmissions. Thus motivated, we propose a cooperative

multicast scheduling scheme to efficiently exploit the spatial diversity among multiple

users, based on a two-phase transmission model. In the first phase, the BS mulitcasts

data at a high rate; and users in good channel conditions help relay the received data to

the remaining users in the second phase. The proposed multicast cooperative scheme

is different from unicast cooperative schemes in many aspects. First, the partner(s)

or cooperator(s) in unicast cooperative transmissions are usually fixed, e.g., pre-placed

relay stations, for protocol design and implementation simplicity. In the multicast sce-

nario with all users in an Mgroup requesting the same data, basically any user with

good channel conditions can forward the received data to the remaining users in the

same group; and thus the cooperative transmitters are variable. Second, most previ-

ous studies in unicast cooperative transmission focus on the performance study in the
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PHY layer, in terms of outage probability, bit error rate (BER), and optimal power

allocation, etc. In a network scenario, users may have their own data to transmit be-

sides forwarding the data of their partners. The key issue in this case is how to choose

proper partners and efficiently coordinate the transmissions of relay data and the origi-

nal data for each user. It is very difficult to analytically study the network performance

of unicast cooperative schemes, and it becomes even harder when the number of co-

operative transmitters is not fixed. In addition, different from unicast transmissions,

multicast transmissions are inherently unreliable (due to no acknowledgement), and

we need to carefully determine critical parameters for multi-user cooperation to assure

high throughput for all users.

In this chapter, we propose an efficient multicast scheduling scheme for achieving

the scalable and reliable multicast services. An analytical model is developed to eval-

uate the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of service probability, power

consumption, and throughput of each group member and each MGroup. The proposed

scheduling scheme can achieve high throughput, not only for all MGroups but also for

each group member, by exploiting the spatial diversity among different group members

and cooperative communication. In addition, the proposed channel-aware multicast

group selection mechanism can guarantee fairness in terms of channel access by consid-

ering the normalized relative channel condition of each MGroup. Extensive simulations

are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed multicast

scheduling scheme and the accuracy of the analytical model.

6.1 Cooperative Multicast Scheduling Scheme

In what follows, we investigate in detail the cooperative multicast scheduling scheme.

In general, multiple SSs are classified into different MGroups according to their service

requirements. For instance, for the IPTV service, an MGroup corresponds to a group

of SSs requesting the same TV channel, whereas an SS could be a residential house or
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an office building, which may contain multiple end users watching different channels.

Therefore, an SS may access multiple channels simultaneously and thus belongs to

different MGroups.

For multicast scheduling scheme, the first key step is to select an appropriate

MGroup for service at the beginning of each MAC frame; then the BS efficiently multi-

casts data to all group members in the selected MGroup, which are elaborated further

as follows.

6.1.1 Multicast Group Selection

In this section, we introduce two approaches to select MGroups for service: the random

MGroup selection and the channel-aware MGroup selection. The former one is basic

and easy to implement, whereas the latter one can exploit multi-group channel diversity.

• Random MGroup selection

With random MGroup selection, the BS randomly selects an MGroup for service with

a pre-defined probability. The probability for MGroup i to be selected in a MAC frame

usually depends on the total number of MGroups. For instance, each group is served

with the same probability 1/M for achieving a good fairness performance. The random

MGroup selection scheme is easy to implement. In addition, flexible scheduling can also

be achieved by setting different service probabilities to multiple MGroups according to

their service demands.

• Channel-aware MGroup selection

To improve the throughput further, we propose a channel-aware MGroup selection.

Different MGroups have different sets of group members distributed at different lo-

cations. Generally, group members experience different long-term channel conditions

which depend on their geographical environments and the distances from the BS. On

the other hand, due to small-scale fading, different group members may experience

different instantaneous channel conditions at each frame, even if they have similar
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long-term channel conditions. In the proposed multicast scheduling scheme, to exploit

the multi-group channel diversity gain, the selection of MGroups should consider the

channel conditions on the group basis, rather than a single group member basis. If

the selection of MGroups is based on the best channel condition among all members

in an MGroup, ignoring the channel conditions of the remaining group members, the

achievable group throughput may not be high if most of the other group members are

experiencing bad channel conditions. If an MGroup is selected based on the overall

channel conditions of the group members, it may lead to serious unfairness because

MGroups which are close to the BS usually have good channel conditions, and thus

are more likely to be scheduled and dominate the bandwidth consumption. By taking

into account fairness while exploiting the multi-group channel diversity, we propose a

criterion of MGoup selection based on the normalized relative channel condition, which

is given by

i∗ = arg max
i
Xi (6.1)

Xi =

∑

j∈Gi

γi,j/γi,j

Ni
(6.2)

where Xi represents the normalized relative channel condition of MGroup i, Gi rep-

resents the set of all group members in MGroup i, Ni is the total number of group

members in MGroup i, γi,j and γi,j denote the average and instantaneous channel con-

ditions of the jth group member in MGroup i, respectively. Based on (6.1), the BS

selects MGroup i∗, which has the maximum value of the normalized relative channel

condition, for service in each MAC frame.

To implement the channel-aware MGroup selection, BS should have the knowledge

of the channel state information of each MGroup members. In IEEE 802.16 networks,

the uplink channel quality indication channel (UL CQICH) is allocated for SSs to

feedback channel state information. In addition, some SSs in IEEE 802.16 networks

are stationary, such as office buildings or residence houses. This unique feature can
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largely decrease the frequency of channel state feedback since the channel conditions

of these SSs are less fluctuant. Thus, the overhead of implementation is reduced. We

define (6.2) as the preference metric of the channel-aware MGroup selection. Based

on the channel state information of each MGroup member, a preference metric vector

X = [X1, X2, · · · , XM ] is maintained at the scheduler at the BS. At the beginning of

each frame, X is updated according to (6.2). The BS selects the MGroup with the

largest value of preference metric according to (6.1) and allocates the corresponding

transmission burst to this MGroup.

In summary, by considering the channel conditions across multiple MGroups, the

channel-aware MGroup selection exploits the multi-group channel diversity. On the

other hand, by averaging out the long-term channel conditions and normalizing by

the total number of MGroup members, the proposed scheduling scheme can achieve

a good fairness performance as well. Note that the proposed channel-aware MGroup

selection can achieve a better performance in terms of network throughput than random

selection, at the cost of more overhead, such as signaling exchange, channel estimation

and computation.
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Figure 6.1: The illustration of the cooperative multicast scheduling scheme.
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6.1.2 Multicast Data

After an MGroup is selected, the next step is to efficiently multicast data to all group

members in the selected MGroup. If the rate is set too high, some group members

with bad channel conditions may not be able to successfully decode the data. On

the contrary, if the rate is determined based on the group members with bad channel

conditions, the wireless resources would be underutilized since the group members with

good channel conditions can support a higher data rate. This dilemma is mainly caused

by the diverse channel conditions of group members in the same MGroup. To exploit

the spatial diversity gain of wireless channels, a two-phase transmission scheme is used

to efficiently multicast data for the downlink transmissions, where a downlink burst

is divided into two phases. For instance, MGroup i is selected for service in a frame

and can access channel during the downlink burst TSi. The time interval of TSi is

divided into two phases, as shown in Figure 6.1(a). In Phase I of time duration T1,

the BS multicasts data to all group members of MGroup i at a high data rate of R1
i

such that only a certain portion of group members in MGroup i can successfully decode

the data, as shown in Figure 6.1(b). Due to the high data rate, the remaining group

members with bad channel conditions can not successfully decode the data in Phase I.

Therefore, in the following Phase II, the cooperative communication is used to assure

reliable transmissions of the remaining group members with bad channel conditions.

Let Sg
i and Sb

i denote the set of group members that can and cannot successfully receive

the data in Phase I, respectively. In Phase II of time duration T2, all members in Sg
i

transmit the received data to the members in Sb
i at the high rate of R2

i , as shown in

Figure 6.1(c). In this way, group members located in different locations form a virtual

multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system, in which group members in Sg
i are

transmitters and those in Sb
i are receivers. For a member in Sb

i , although the channel

condition from the BS is relatively poor during this frame, the channel conditions

between itself and some members in Sg
i may be good due to independent geographical
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locations of different group members. By exploiting the spatial diversity of wireless

channels, group members in Sb
i are more likely to successfully receive the data in Phase

II even at a high data rate. Therefore, the transmission rate for reliable multicast

transmissions can be significantly improved.

One main advantage of the proposed scheme is that it can yield higher throughput,

not only for group members with good channel conditions, but also for group members

with bad channel conditions, by introducing cooperative communication and exploit-

ing the multi-group channel diversity gain. Note that R1
i and R2

i are much higher than

the conservative rate determined by the group member with the worst channel condi-

tion and the two-phase high rate transmission can outperform one phase conservative

rate transmission [107]. Basically, it is conceptually possible to extend the two-phase

transmissions to m-phase transmissions (m > 2). However, a large m involves more

parameters and computation overhead, e.g., R1
i , R

2
i , ... Rm

i , and may not always yield

desirable network performance in terms of throughput and power consumption.

The transmission rates in Phases I and II (i.e., R1
i and R2

i ) are critical to the system

performance. In the proposed scheme, R1
i and R2

i are determined based on the long-

term channel conditions of all group members in MGroup i and the coverage ratio, C,

which is defined as the percentage of group members that can support R1
i . For instance,

C = 50% means that the BS transmits at a rate of R1
i such that on average half of the

group members in MGroup i can receive the data successfully, and R2
i is set in such

a way that the remaining half of group members can successfully receive the data in

Phase II based on their long term channel conditions. Meanwhile, the setting of the

time durations of T1 and T2 satisfies R1
i ·T1 = R2

i ·T2 to assure all members in MGroup

i can receive the same data. From the operation’s point of view, the selection of R1
i

and R2
i based on the long-term channel condition can lead to a easier implementation

and less complexity since the BS does not need to reconfigure the transmission rate

frequently.
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6.2 Performance Analysis

In this Section, an analytical model is developed to investigate the network perfor-

mance, including the service probability of each MGroup, the throughput of each group

member, each MGroup and the whole network. The notations used in the rest of this

section are listed in Table 6.1.

6.2.1 Performance Analysis Based on Channel Capacity

• Service Probability for MGroup i

Service probability is defined as the probability that an MGroup is selected for service

at a frame when the system is stable. For the random MGroup selection, each MGroup

is selected by a pre-defined probability. Thus, the steady-state service probability for

MGroup i, πi, is given as an operation parameter. For the channel-aware MGroup

selection, according to (6.1), the MGroup with the largest normalized relative channel

condition is selected. Define a random variable Yi,j = gi(γi,j) =
γi,j/γi,j

Ni
, then Xi =

∑

j∈Gi

Yi,j. Based on [92], the p.d.f. of Yi,j is given by

φ(Yi,j = y) = Nie
−Niy (6.3)

where Ni is the total number of group members in MGroup i.

According to the relationship between Xi and Yi,j, Xi has Gamma distribution,

which is given by

Xi ∼ Gamma(Ni,
1

Ni

)
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Table 6.1: Table of Notations

M The total number of MGroups

Gi The set of all members belonging to MGroup i

Ni The total number of group members in MGroup i

Gg
i The set of members in MGroup i that can successfully receive data in Phase I

Gb
i The set of members in MGroup i that fail to receive data in Phase I

Xi The normalized average channel condition of MGroup i

SSi,j The j-th group member in MGroup i

γi,j The average SNR of SSi,j

γi,j The instantaneous SNR of SSi,j

E1
i,j The received signal power for SSi,j in Phase I

E2
i,j The received signal power for SSi,j in Phase II

Ei,jB The average received signal power for SSi,j from BS

Ei,jk The average received signal power for SSi,j from SSi,k

N0 The noise power

R1
i The transmission rate of the BS in Phase I for MGroup i

R2
i The transmission rate of each cooperative transmitter in Phase II for MGroup i

C Coverage ratio used to set R1
i

ThCMS
i,j The throughput of SSi,j for the proposed CMS scheme

ThCON
i,j The throughput of SSi,j for the multicast scheduling scheme Conserve

ThCMS
i The group throughput of MGroup i for the proposed CMS scheme

ThCON
i The group throughput of MGroup i for the multicast scheduling scheme Conserve

Thus, the service probability for MGroup i is given as

πi = Pr[Xi = max(X1, X2, ..., XM)]

=

∞
∫

0

[

hi(Xi = x)(

M
∏

j=1,j 6=i

Hj(Xj = x))

]

dx

=

∞
∫

0





Ni
Ni

(Ni − 1)!
xNi−1e−Nix

M
∏

j=1,j 6=i

(1 − e−Njx

Nj−1
∑

k=0

(Njx)
k

k!
)



 dx

(6.4)
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where the function hi and Hj are the p.d.f. of Xi and the cumulative distribution

function (C.D.F.) of Xj , respectively.

• Throughput analysis based on channel capacity

In the following, we study the throughput performance of group members with Rayleigh

flat fading channels. Given a received SNR, the achievable channel capacity with a neg-

ligible error probability is log2 (1 + SNR) for unit bandwidth [90] [91]. Therefore, given

R1
i and R2

i , the probability that a group member in MGroup i, SSi,j, can successfully

receive the data in Phase I is given by

Pr[E1
i,j ≥ (2R1

i − 1)N0] = e−((2R1
i −1)N0)/Ei,jB . (6.5)

where E1
i,j is the received signal power of SSi,j in phase I, and N0 is the noise power.

If SSi,j fails to receive the data in Phase I, it is still possible to successfully receive

the data in Phase II. The received SNR of SSi,j in Phase II depends on the number

of cooperative transmitters and the received signal power from each cooperative trans-

mitter. Since all SSs in MGroup i except SSi,j are possible transmitters in Phase II,

Gg
i could be any combination of these SSs, and we have

Gg
i ⊆ {SSi,k, k = 1, 2, ..., Ni; k 6= j} (6.6)

Let Ci,j be the set of all possible Gg
i for SSi,j. The total number of all possible Gg

i

is

|Ci,j| =

Ni−1
∑

k=1

(

Ni − 1

k

)

= 2Ni−1 − 1 (6.7)

An example is given as follows. MGroup i is composed of four group members:

SSi,1, SSi,2, SSi,3, SSi,4. For SSi,1, the possible group members that can be its trans-

mitters are SSi,2, SSi,3, and SSi,4. Thus, the set of all possible Gg
i is

Ci,1 = {{SSi,2} , {SSi,3} , {SSi,4} , {SSi,2, SSi,3} , {SSi,2, SSi,4} , {SSi,3, SSi,4} , {SSi,2, SSi,3, SSi,4}},

and the number of possible Gg
i for SSi,1 is |Ci,j| =

3
∑

k=1

(

3
k

)

= 7. Given a MAC frame,
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the probability for any Gg
i to be the set of cooperative transmitters in Phase II is deter-

mined by their channel conditions. For instance, Gg
i = {SSi,2, SSi,3} when only SSi,2

and SSi,3 can decode the data in Phase I. Thus, the probability of Gg
i = {SSi,2, SSi,3}

is given by

Pr
(

E1
i,2 ≥ (2R1

i − 1)N0

)

Pr
(

E1
i,3 ≥ (2R1

i − 1)N0

)

Pr
(

E1
i,4 < (2R1

i − 1)N0

)

= e
−

(

2
R1

i −1

)

N0

Ei,2B e
−

(

2
R1

i −1

)

N0

Ei,3B

(

1 − e
−

(2
R1

i −1)N0
Ei,4B

) (6.8)

Let E2
i,j be the received signal power of SSi,j in Phase II. Thus, the probability that

SSi,j can successfully receive the data in Phase II is given by

Pr
(

E2
i,j ≥ (2R2

i − 1)N0

)

=
∑

Gg
i ∈Ci,j

Pr(Gg
i )Pr

(

E2
i,j ≥ (2R2

i − 1)N0|G
g
i

)

(6.9)

where Pr(Gg
i ) denotes the probability that Gg

i is the set of transmitters in Phase II,

Pr(E2
i,j ≥ (2R2

i − 1N0)|G
g
i ) is the probability that the received signal power of SSi,j in

Phase II can support the sending rate R2
i , given the Gg

i .

The received signal power in Phase II, E2
i,j , is the sum of signal powers from all

cooperative transmitters. For Rayleigh fading, the received signal power of SSi,j from

the transmitter SSi,k, (SSi,k ∈ Gg
i ) has an exponential distribution. Thus, given Gg

i ,

E2
i,j is the sum of multiple random variables with independent exponential distributions.

The close-form expression for the sum of squared Nakagami random variables is given

in [108]. For Rayleigh fading channel, the p.d.f and C.D.F. of E2
i,j can be obtained by

f(E2
i,j) =

∑

SSi,k∈Gg
i







Ei,jk
∏

SSi,h∈Gg
i

Ei,jh





∏

SSi,z∈Gg
i ;z 6=k

(
1

Ei,jz

−
1

Ei,jk

)−1





1

Ei,jk

e
−

E2
i,j

Ei,jk







(6.10)

F (E2
i,j) =

∑

SSi,k∈Gg
i







Ei,jk
∏

SSi,h∈Gg
i

Ei,jh





∏

SSi,z∈Gg
i ;z 6=k

(
1

Ei,jz

−
1

Ei,jk

)−1



 (1 − e
−

E2
i,j

Ei,jk )







(6.11)
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where Ei,jk is the received signal power of SSi,j from SSi,k, and Ei,jk is the mean of

Ei,jk.

Thus, the throughput achieved by the group member SSi,j is given as

ThCMS
i,j = πi

[

R1
iPr(E

1
i,j ≥ (2R1

i − 1)N0) +R2
iPr(E

1
i,j < (2R1

i − 1)N0)Pr(E
2
i,j ≥ (2R2

i − 1)N0)
]

= πi · [R
1
i e

−
(2

R1
i −1)N0
Ei,j +R2

i (1 − e
−

(2
R1

i −1)N0
Ei,j )

∑

Gg
i ∈Ci,j

[Pr(Gg
i ) [1 − F (E2

i,j = (2R2
i − 1)N0|G

g
i )]]] (6.12)

where the function F is C.D.F. of received signal power of SSi,j in Phase II.

The group throughput achieved by MGroup i, which is defined as the summation

of the throughput of all group members in MGroup i, is given by

ThCMS
i =

Ni
∑

j=1

ThCMS
i,j (6.13)

The network throughput, which is defined as the summation of the group through-

put of all MGroups in the network, is given by

ThCMS =
M
∑

i=1

ThCMS
i (6.14)

We then study two extreme cases where all group members in MGroup i can or

cannot support the sending rate R1
i . The probability of these two cases are given in

(6.15) and (6.16), respectively.

∏

SSi,j∈Gi

Pr
(

E1
i,j ≥ (2R1

i − 1)N0

)

=
∏

SSi,j∈Gi

e
−

(2
R1

i −1)N0
Ei,jB (6.15)

∏

SSi,j∈Gi

Pr
(

E1
i,j < (2R1

i − 1)N0

)

=
∏

SSi,j∈Gi

(

1 − e
−

(2
R1

i −1)N0
Ei,jB

)

(6.16)
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6.2.2 Performance Analysis with AMC

In addition to the analysis based on the channel capacity, we further investigate the

impact of the promising AMC technique at the PHY layer.

With the AMC technique, the received SNR is divided into several disjoint regions,

based on a set of boundaries. Wireless channel is characterized as an N-state Markov

model described in Subsection 3.2.2. Let bn and In represent the lower boundaries of

SNR and information bit carried by an OFDM symbol for the state n, respectively. bn

and In for different modulation and coding levels are given in Table 3.1.

The transmission rates corresponding to different modulation and coding levels are

given by Tn = In/Ts, where Ts is the time duration of an OFDM symbol. Therefore,

with AMC, the selection of R1
i and R2

i satisfies R1
i , R

2
i ∈ {Tn, n = 1, 2, · · · , 7}. Given

R1
i = Tn, and the probability that SSi,j can successfully receive the data in Phase I is

Pr(E1
i,j ≥ bnN0) = e−(bnN0)/Ei,jB (6.17)

Meanwhile, given R2
i = Tm, the probability that SSi,j can successfully receive the

data in phase II is given by

Pr(E2
i,j ≥ bmN0) =

∑

Gg
i ∈Ci,j

Pr(Gg
i )Pr(E

2
i,j ≥ bmN0|G

g
i ) (6.18)

where bn, bm (n,m = 1, 2, · · · , 7) represent the the lower bound of SNR for the modu-

lation and coding level n and m, respectively.

Therefore, with AMC technique, the throughput achieved by the group member

SSi,j is given by

ThCMS
i,j = πi

[

R1
i Pr(E

1
i,j ≥ bnN0) +R2

i Pr(E
1
i,j < bnN0) Pr(E

2
i,j ≥ bmN0)

]

= πi[R
1
i e

−
(bnN0)

Ei,j +R2
i (1 − e

−
(bnN0)

Ei,j )
∑

Gg
i ∈Ci,j

[Pr(Gg
i ) [1 − F (E2

i,j = bmN0|G
g
i )]]]

(6.19)
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6.2.3 Performance Analysis for the Scheme Conserve

Multicast scheduling scheme Conserve is used as the counterpart in the simulation,

where the BS selects a conservative transmission rate such that all group members in

the selected MGroup can support this rate. Let ϕi denote the worst received SNR

among all group members in MGroup i. It is give as

ϕi = min[γi,1, γi,2, · · · , γi,Ni
] (6.20)

where γi,j(j = 1, 2, · · ·Ni) denote the received SNR of SSi,j. For Rayleigh fading

channel, γi,j(j = 1, 2, · · ·Ni) has the exponential distribution and its p.d.f is given by

f(γi,j) = (1/γi,j) e
γi,j/γi,j (6.21)

where γi,j represents the average received SNR of SSi,j from the BS.

Thus, the p.d.f. of ϕi is given by

f(ϕi) =

(

Ni
∑

j=1

1/γi,j

)

e
−ϕi (̇

Ni
∑

j=1
1/γi,j)

(6.22)

The throughput achieved by the group member SSi,j is given as

ThCON
i,j = πi

∞
∫

x=0

Wlog2(1 + ϕi)f(ϕi)dϕi

= πi W

(

Ni
∑

j=1

1/γi,j

) ∞
∫

0

log2(1 + ϕi)e
−ϕi(

Ni
∑

j=1
1/γi,j)

dϕi

= πi W
e
(

Ni
∑

j=1
1/γi,j)

ln2
expint

(

Ni
∑

j=1

1/γi,j

)

(6.23)

where W is channel bandwidth, and expint(x) is the exponential function of first order

for element x, which is defined as expint(x) =
∞
∫

x

e−t 1
t
dt.

Thus, the achieved group throughput of MGroup i is given by

ThCON
i =

Ni
∑

j=1

ThCON
i,j (6.24)
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6.3 Simulation Results

We compare the performance of the proposed multicast scheduling scheme (denoted as

CMS) with the conservative scheme (denoted as Conserve) by extensive simulations

with MATLAB. The IEEE 802.16 network is composed of one BS and 50 SSs. SSs are

randomly distributed in the coverage area of the BS, which is a circle with a radius

of 8 km. The group members in each MGroup is randomly selected from the 50 SSs.

Other simulation parameters are listed in Table 6.2. We repeat the simulation 50 times

with different random seeds and calculate the average value.

Table 6.2: Simulation Parameters

Transmission power of BS’s 43 dBm

Transmission power of SS’s 34.8 dBm

DL/UL sub-frame duration 1.25 ms/1.25 ms

OFDM symbol duration τ 23.8µs

Bandwidth 10 MHz

Noise figure 7 dB

Pass loss exponent 4.375

Close-in Reference distance 100 m

The total number of SSs in the system 50

The number of MGroups 10

The number of group members in each MGroup 20

Coverage ratio C 50%

The throughput performance is illustrated in Figures 6.2 – 6.3. The vertical axis is

the achieved throughput normalized by the maximum value in the experiments. Fig-

ure 6.2 shows the throughput of each MGroup. Due to different geographical locations

and channel conditions of each member in MGroups, the throughput varies in differ-
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Figure 6.2: Group throughput of each MGroup.
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Figure 6.3: Throughput of each group members.
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ent MGroups. It is observed that CMS outperforms Conserve for all MGroups. The

normalized throughput of each group member in an MGroup is shown in Figure 6.3.

We observe that some isolated and faraway SSs achieve relatively lower throughput

than other SSs. Generally, multimedia applications use scalable coding techniques,

e.g., multi-layered video coding, and can tolerate some throughput fluctuations. For

example, the group members with high throughput may receive both the base layer

and enhancement layer information and thus can recover a high quality video, while

other group members receive the base layer information and can only recover the basic

quality video. With Conserve, all group members achieve the same throughput be-

cause they use the conservative transmission rate to ensure the successful transmissions

of all SSs. By taking advantage of the spatial diversity and cooperation, the proposed

CMS scheme significantly improves the throughput of all group members. Similar to

Figure 6.3, the throughput performance based on the AMC is shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Throughput of each group members with AMC.
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Figure 6.5: Network throughput versus the number of group members in each MGroup.

The performance of the proposed channel-aware MGroup selection scheme (denoted

as CMS C) is investigated and compared with CMS and Conserve in Figure 6.5. The

network throughputs of CMS and CMS C are much higher than that of Conserve.

The more number of group members in the network, the greater throughput improve-

ment we can achieve. This is because higher diversity gain can be exploited among a

larger number of group members. In addition, CMS C outperforms CMS by taking

advantage of the multi-group channel diversity with channel-aware MGroup selection.

In Figure 6.6, we study the fairness performance of the proposed CMS C in terms

of the service probability of each MGroup. It is shown that each MGroup obtains al-

most the same service probability, which demontrates that the proposed channel-aware

MGroup scheme can achieve good fairness performance in terms of channel access.

Besides throughput and fairness, power consumption is another important perfor-

mance metric. The total power consumption in the network is defined as the power
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Figure 6.6: Service probability of each MGroup.

consumed by all transmitters, i.e., the BS and the involved transmitters in Phase II.

As shown in Figure 6.7, the power consumption is a constant with Conserve, but it

increases with the number of group members with CMS and CMS C. This is be-

cause only the BS consumes power for downlink transmissions with Conserve. For the

cooperative multicast scheduling scheme, although the BS does not transmit during

Phase II, more SSs are likely to be involved in Phase II transmissions, resulting in a

higher total power consumption. Comparing Figures 6.5 and Figure 6.7, we observe

that CMS and CMS C outperform Converve in terms of both throughput and power

consumption when the number of group members in each MGroup is less than 15. With

more group members, significant throughput improvement can be achieved with CMS

and CMS C at the expense of increased power consumption. As shown in Figures 6.5

and Figure 6.7, when the number of group member is 40, the power consumption of the
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Figure 6.7: Power consumption versus the number of group members in each MGroup.
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Figure 6.8: Network throughput versus the parameter C.
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proposed CMS is around 1.7 times of that of Conserve, but the throughput of CMS

is more than 10 times of that of Conserve.

Table 6.3 gives the analysis and simulation results for the probabilities of occurring

two extreme cases, where case 1 and 2 represent that all group members in an MGroup

can and cannot support the sending rate in phase I, respectively. It can be seen that

the probabilities of these two extreme cases are less than 10−11 and 10−8, respectively.

Therefore, the impact of the extreme cases on the throughput is negligible.

Table 6.3: The probabilities of occurring the two extreme cases for each MGroup

Index of MGroups 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Case 1 (Ana)(1e-11) 0.581 0 0.005 0.002 0.431 0 0.033 0.009 0.742 0.016

Case 2 (Ana)(1e-8) 0.586 0 0 0.002 0 0.119 0.758 0 0 0.031

Case 1 (Sim) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Case 2 (Sim) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

We further study the impact of the coverage ratio C on the network throughput

in Figure 6.8. The network throughput of the proposed scheme under different C

values are always higher than that with Conserve. For the proposed CMS, the largest

network throughput is achieved with C = 0.55, i.e., 55% SSs in an MGroup can forward

the received data to the remaining SSs in Phase II. Simulation results validate the

accuracy of our analysis.

6.4 Discussion and Summary

We have proposed a cooperative multicast scheduling scheme for achieving high through-

put and good fairness to support broadband multimedia services in IEEE 802.16 net-

works. By using two-phase transmissions to exploit the spatial diversity gain in the mul-
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ticast scenario, the proposed scheduling scheme can significantly improve the through-

put not only for all MGroups, but also for each group member. In addition, the

proposed channel-aware MGroup selection not only achieves a high network through-

put by exploiting the multi-group channel diversity but also provides a good fairness

among different MGroups in terms of channel access. Furthermore, an analytical model

has been developed to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of

the service probability and the throughput, which provides a useful guideline for the

system design and parameter setting, such as the number of TV channels supported

by the network. Although the cooperative multicast scheduling scheme is proposed for

IEEE 802.16 networks, it can also be extended to other wireless networks in general.



Chapter 7

Summary and Future Work

7.1 Summary of Research Contributions

In this thesis, we have studied the scheduling for two types of transmissions: unicast

transmission and multicast transmission. For unicast transmission, nrtPS and BE ser-

vice have been discussed. For multicast transmission, an efficient multicast scheduling

scheme has been proposed to achieve a better performance in terms of throughput,

fairness, and reliability. In specific,

• A simple yet efficient resource allocation and packet scheduling framework has

been proposed for nrtPS applications in IEEE 802.16 networks, where two ARQ mech-

anisms at the MAC layer and AMC technique at the PHY layer are jointly considered.

An analytical model has been developed to evaluate the performance of the proposed

framework in terms of delivery delay, goodput, and resource utilization. The analytical

results can provide meaningful guidelines to select appropriate parameters for satisfying

the minimum throughput requirements and initiating a graceful compromise between

the delivery delay and the resource utilization for nrtPS applications. Extensive sim-

ulations have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the

proposed framework and verify the accuracy of the analytical model;

107
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• Considering the heterogeneity among SSs in terms of traffic load, we have

proposed the weighted proportional fair scheduling scheme along with detailed imple-

mentation procedure for achieving flexible and fair scheduling and resource allocation

for BE traffic in IEEE 802.16 networks. An analytical model has been developed to

investigate some important performance metrics in terms of system spectral efficiency,

resource utilization, throughput, and fairness, and quantify the impact of weights and

channel conditions on them. The analytical model considers two scenarios. One is

based on the capacity of Rayleigh fading channel, which provides the upper bounds

on the spectral efficiency and throughput. The other considers AMC technique, which

is specified in IEEE 802.16 standard. The analysis results can serve as a meaningful

reference for the configuration of the weight of each SS under a specific design objective;

• Multicast transmission is an efficient way to providing one-to-many multimedia

service. A cooperative multicast scheduling scheme has been proposed for achiev-

ing high throughput and good fairness to support broadband multimedia services in

IEEE 802.16 networks. By considering the normalized relative channel condition of

each MGroup, the proposed channel-aware MGroup selection can yield a good fairness

among multiple MGroups in terms of channel access. Meanwhile, two-phase communi-

cation is introduced to efficiently multicast date to the selected MGroup by exploiting

the spatical diversity gains in the multicast scenario. In Phased I, BS mulitcasts data

at a high transmission rate, while in Phase II, the group members successfully received

the data in Phase I help forward the data to other group members. By fairly selecting

MGroups for service and exploiting the channel diversity of multiple group members,

the proposed multicast scheduling scheme can improve the transmission rate and as-

sure the transmission reliability of the group members with bad channel conditions, and

hence result in significant throughput enhancement for both multicast groups and each

individual group member; Furthermore, an analytical model on the proposed multicast

scheduling scheme is developed to evaluate some important performance metrics, such
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as the service probability of each MGroup, the power consumption, and the throughput

of each group member and the whole network, which can provide a useful guideline for

system design.

7.2 Further Work

The research work in this thesis focuses on the scheduling in IEEE 802.16 networks

with PMP mode. Besides PMP mode, other kinds of network infrastructures such as

multi-hop relay mode, mesh mode, and multi-cell scenario are of important and pose

many challenging issues on the following aspects, which deserve further investigation.

• Relay is an efficient technique to enhance the system throughput and extend

the coverage with a low cost. It has been attracted much attentions recently [109–

111]. Mobile multihop relay (MMR) mode has been drafted in IEEE 802.16j developed

by IEEE 802.16’s Relay Task Group. The cooperative multicast scheduling scheme

proposed and investigated in this thesis can achieve an enhancement of throughput

not only for each MGroup but for each group member as well. However, due to the

randomly distribution of group members in an MGroup, the fluctuation of throughout

among SSs is observed, especially for some isolated and faraway SSs. For this case,

relay is an efficient approach to decrease the fluctuation by enhancing the throughput

of these isolated SSs. Therefore, how to further extend our proposed scheme considering

the relay techniques to decrease the fluctuation and enhance the throughput is one of

our further work.

• In recent years, the studies on the multi-cell wireless networks are attracting

much attentions, where the resource allocation and scheduling are designed from the

perspective of the whole networks. In [112, 113], network-wide scheduling schemes are

proposed to achieve a better throughput and fairness in multi-cell networks. Channel

allocation, power allocation, and load balance in multi-cell scenarios are addressed

in [114–117] for improving the network-wide resource utilization, decrease the regional
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congestion by alleviating the intra- and inter-cell interference and adaptively adjusting

BS association. How to extend our work in the multi-cell wireless systems for achieving

flexible and efficient resource allocation deserves further investigation.

• Cooperative communication at the BS-level is an efficient way to mitigate the

interference in multi-cell scenarios, specially for users at the edge of the cell. With BS-

level cooperation, the system resources can be allocated more efficiently by effectively

controlling and alleviating the interference problem. Thus, the significant performance

improvement can be achieved [118, 119]. BS association is one of the most important

issues when addressing the BS-level cooperation. For different applications (e.g., unicast

and multicast) and QoS requirements, the number of BSs associated to a single user or

an MGroup and corresponding sending rates should be decided adaptively according

to the channel conditions. Meanwhile, the power allocation and load balance among

different cells are also interesting issues, which deserve further investigation in order to

improve the resource utilization and the throughput of whole multi-cell network.
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